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(I) Intd n

Our primary objective is to report on the investigations of the behavior of small-

scale gravity waves; their effects on the fluctuations of mesospheric and lower

thermospheric airglow such as the OH infrared bands and the oxygen green lines.

This research was carried out under the ARC-AARC airglow modelling program and

forms part of the MAPSTAR program which includes the following organizations: The

Brigham Young University, the University of Cincinnati, the University of

Southhampton (England), Utah State University, the University of Western Ontario

(Canada) and the Phillips Laboratories.

The theoretical analysis of our part of the investigation have resulted in four

papers, two of which have already appeared in the Journal of Geophysical Research,

the third has just been accepted by the same Journal, while a fourth has been written

up and is now undergoing its final revisions before being submitted, again to the'same

Journal. The experimental part of our program has also resulted in several papers

which have been submitted and accepted by Geophysical Research Letters.

In Section (11), we present two papers which deal with small-scale gravity

waves (G.W.) and their effects on spatial-temporal variations in airglow structure.

The first paper, "Brunt-Doppler ducting of small-period gravity waves",
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investigates the simultaneous effects of two possible ducting mechanisms on small-

period G.W.; mechanisms which enhance spatial-temporal fluctuations. The first

mechanism is the ducting produced by variations of the Brunt period with altitude.

At low altitudes (below mesopause) the Brunt period is of the order of 5 minutes and

it increases to 10-15 minutes in the thermosphere. A gravity wave with period less

than say 10 minutes will become evanescent above a certain height level. The

downward reflection from such height levels is the only mechanism in the atmosphere

that can produce fully guided modes. Other reflection mecnanisms such as the

inhomogeneous background density and temperature variations can only produce

partially guided modes. The second mechanism is the downward reflection from

horizontal winds which Doppler shifts Yhe frequency of the wave. We do not

consider the case for critical layers when the situation is far more complicated in this

report. The combined Brunt-Doppler ducting can produce both the fully and the

partially guided modes.

The dispersion of these modes with respect to frequency and wind propagation

have been examined. In general, the frequencies of each set of guided modes

increase with the phase velocity in a complicated way. With wind dispersions, if the

direction of the wave propagation is along the wind direction, the wave period is

Doppler-shifted to large values and vice versa. This is expected from the formula for

the Doppler-shifted frequency.
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Whilst the effects of viscosity have been negligible over nearly all the guided

modes, the effects of instability are not negligible for most of the modes. In fact, only

in the lowest mode (corresponding to lowest eigenvalua ( 1/v2
.), or the highest

horizontal phase velocity vj, i.e. the Lamb mode, can the instability be neglected.

After the publication of this paper, we have found an error in our wind profiles,

which would make a difference for the higher modes but would make no difference

for the lower modes. Since, owing to instability problems with the higher modes, the

results would in any case be suspect, there is therefore. no v.nod reason for elaborate

re-calculations with the corrected profile; the error occurs only at relatively high

altitudes.

Simultaneous observations of the lo.', altitude (< 100 kin), airglow such as the

557.7 nm 01 and the OH bands seem to reveal considerably more short period

structures (of the order of minutes) than at higher altitudes (say the 630.0 nm red

line). In this part of the report we have shown that such short-period structures can

just as easily be produced by the prevalence of short-period ducted wave modes at

lower altitudes as by instabilities from larger scale waves.

The second paper (Section II) that deals with small-scale spatial-temporal

fluctuations is entitled *On the importance of the purely gravitationally Induced

density, pressure and temperature variations in gravity waves; their application to

3



airglow observations". The paper shows that for small-scale gravity waves where

v/c < < 1, the variations in pressure, density and temperature are produced primarily

by the changes in the background gravitational and buoyancy forces as the air parcel

moves up and down in altitude. For such waves the "acoustic componenta, i.e. the

pressure, density and temperature variations generated from the pressure gradient in

"purely acoustic wave propagation* play a very small role. The first and primary

effect will be hence referred to as G.I.C. (gravitationally induced compression and

expansion).

We begin by showing that the three fluctuating variables (pressure, density and

temperature) can be explicitly expressed as a sum of two terms, one describing the

G.I.C., and the other the "wave motion". The term describing GI.C. vanishes if we

let g 0 where g is the acceleration due to gravity, leaving only the "wave motion*.

The dependence of three variables on v./c are then plotted for different G.W.

periods. The results show that for small-scale G.W. (e.g. v/c < 18%) the .G.I.C. term

by itself accounts for 95% of the temperature, and density fluctuations. This permits

us to make quick estimates of say height variations in the airglow corresponding to

any observed temperature variation. For instance, a 100 temperature variation

corresponds to a height variation of 1 kin; the simple conversion readily establishes

a relation between small-scale temperature and height fluctuations.
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In summary, for Section II, we have examined mechanisms such as ducting

which can enhance small-scale temporal fluctuations in airg!ow and we have also

separated the G.I.C. from acoustic wave compression to show that the small-scale

G.W. is mainly dominated by G.I.C.' which can lead to the simple relationships in

small-scale fluctuations mentioned above.

In Section III we also present two papers which deal with the nonlinear

integrated and local response to a strictly linear G.W. These papers are important to

the study of airglow fluctuations because G.W. behavior has often been inferred from

the airglow response through assuming that a linear G.W. produces a linear response.

If such inferences are in fact unjustifiad, we need to study G.W. by means other than

their indirect effect on some minor species with say a layered background structure.

The presence of additional structures in the airglow produced from the nonlin6ar

response should add to our general study of spatial-temporal airglow fluctuations: the

fluctuations in this case are produced from nonlinear effects.

We were led to the first work in Section III by the paper of Hines & Tarasick

[Planet., Space Scl. . 851 (1987)] who' showed that nlike radar and lidar

observations which measure the IQQW fluctuations at each he ht level, the ground-

-based photometer and radiometer measure the integrated air low that can, at least

in first order, allow the large nonlinear local Eulerian responsl, produced from the

steep density gradient of the bottom side of the minor specils, to be transformed '

5
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away with a Lagrangian transformation. Since the large nonlinear local response from

the bottom-side of the minor species structure has often been blamed for the

importance of the higher order response terms, such a transformation, which can be

realized in the integrated airglow, would seem to indicate two things: (1) in the

integrated airglow the higher-order terms are filtered out so that a linear G.W. can only

elicit a linear response; (2) in studying G.W. the measurement of integrated airglow

would therefore' enjoy an advantage over the measurernAet of local responses, since

the former filter out the undesirable nonlinear effects, whilst the latter would show

such effects even if they do not exist in the linear G.W. itself.

In this report we have computed the higher order response torms in the

Lagrangian fra Me and found that they remain too large to be ignored. This means that

the higher order harmonics should exist in ti.e response even if the G.W. is linear and

monochromatic and irrespective of whether the local or the integrateW airglow is

observed.

We were,- however, unable to determine if the 'large magnitude of the higher

order terms is due to the steep vertical density gradient just mentioned. Nevertheless,

the assumption that the higher order terms are unimportant and that a linear G.W. can

only produce a linear response has to be questiened.

In the second paper in Section III, we have developed a perturbation expansion
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for computing the higher-order response terms in the purely Eulerian system. The

results again show that the integrated higher-order response terms are irnpcrtant and

that they carnot be transformed iway either by a Langrangian transformation or by

integ:ation by parts. In this case, the importance of the higher-order terms aopears

to be connected with the steep density gradient, ever thougoi such a connection

carn,,ot be established in the Lagrangian system.

We snould mention tnat in general th3 gravity wave from a ground source

always consists of a linear combination of two waves: one is a purely travelling wave

along both the verical and horizcntal directions, while the other is stationary along

the vert;cal but travelling along the horizontal diraction. The linear combination takes

into account both the purely travelling part of the gravity wave and the partial (which

may sometimes be very small andi sometimes be very large) reflection. The purely

travelling part can only be computed in the usual firrt order 'response without

encountering the problem of secularity which requires renormalization techniques of

the KBM (Krylov-Bogolinbov-Mitropolsky), (See also "Averaging M3thods in Non-Linear

Dynamical Systems, Appl. Math,. Sci. (Springer-Verlag) by Sanders and Verhulst). For

the present problem, we shall consider only thie stationary vertical propagation which

does not encounter the secularity problem in any order of response.

Our overall theoretical conclusion for this part of the report is: (1) so tong as

a minor species is used for determining gravity-wave behavior, the nonlinear response

7



is always important for an average wave amplitude whether one uses photometer, a

riometer, a lidar or radar as probes. In this case only from dir3ct measurements o,

some major species in hydrostatic equilibrium can one expect the behavior of the

response to strictly reflect the G.W. behavior; (2) in measuring the local minor

species response (with say either the radar or lidar), the density gradient at the

bottom-side of the minor-species layer plays a crucial role in both the linear and the

nonlinear response terms, since the gradient cannot be transformed away by an

integration by parts as it can be for the first order integrated airG'.)w; (3) for the

integrated airglow we are not able to determine if the large nonlinear response in the

Lagrangian formulation is caused by the steep gradient, since a nonlinear

transformation is required to go from the Eulerian to the Lagrangian system. Further

work is needed to clarify this point.

In Section IV we present the imaging of the OH airglow wave structure

measured in late March and early April 1990 at Maui, Hawaii. A second set of

measurements on April 18-28, 1990 were taken at Haleakala following the success

of the first. The results have been submitted to Geophys. Res. Lett. and preprints of

these publications are presented in Section IV. The principal investigators for the

MAPSTAR portion of the ALOHA 1990 campaign are Drs. M. J. Taylor (Univ. of

Southhampton) and R. P. Lowe (Uni, of Western Ontario).
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UI. SMALL-SCALE GRAVITY WAVES

PART A: BRUNT-DOPPLER DUCTING OF SMALL PERIOD GRAVITY WAVES

D. Y. Wang

and

T. F. Tuan

Physics Department, University of Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

*Permanent Address: Institute of Geophysics, Academia Sinica, Beijing, PRC
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The variation of the Brunt period with height lcnrKs itself to a

natural ducting and filtering mechanism for low altitude short-period

gravity waves. We investigate this mechanism in combination with Doppler-

ducting produced by the variation in horizontal winds. Both the trequency

dispersion at fixed propagation direction and the direction dispersion at

fixed frequency have been examined in a OOSPAR background atmosphere with

zonal and meridional winds.

Our results show that indeed the low altitude short-period gravity

waves are not only ducted, but unlike the usual &cxtizq mechanisms due to

uneven structure and dissipation which only produce the partially guided

modes, this mechanism produces primarily guided =des in the absence of

winds and a mixture of fully and partially guided modes with the winds.

The wind effects are very large on the higher oes and less significant an

the few lawest modes, including the Larb mode.

Investigations of viscous dissipation, non-linearity and instability

have shown that viscosity is unimportant for most altitudes of interest and

that ncn-linearity and instability can play a role for all but the lowest

guided modes.

We propose that simultaneous. tizmv ase tion.-of airglow at

mesow ric and ionoa *ric altitudes be made to verify not only the low-

altitude Brunt-4 opler ductinq for short-period grarity waves, but also the

vertical enery distribution of the medium and large-scale TID's.

10



There has bee-i considerable interest in the small to medium scale

atmospheric fluctuations with periods in the range of a few minutes to low

tens of minutes and horizontal phase velocities in the range of low tens to

low hundreds of meters per second. They have been detected through many

different techniques including, for instance, the meospheric and lower

thermospheric airglow observations (e.g. Okuda, 1962; Silverman, 1962;

Krassovsky and Shagaev, 1974a,b, and 1977; Myrabo et al.,,1983, 1984;

Peterson, 1979; Freund and Jacka, 1979; Hapgood and Taylor, 1982; Peterson

and Adams, 1983; Clairemidi et al., 1985; Jaooband Jacka, 1987; etc.), or

the different radar systems (e.g. Manson and Meek, 1980; Manson et al.,

1981; Smith and Fritts, 1983; Vincent and Reid, 1983; Meek et al., 1985).

The small-scale fluctuations have setiue been intepýed as

instabilities (Hodges, 1967; flan et al. 1979; Schoeberl et al., 1983;

Klostermeyer aid Ruster, 1981, 1984).

In this paper, instead of searching for different possible mechanisms

that produce these small-scale fluctuations, we shall-make a systemtic

investigation of short-period gravity wwev with periods in the range of

the variation of the &Mut period with height, a variaticn Qdddc is in the

a-pproodumat range of the typically dbeeved periods just menmtioned, We

will focs ur attention primarily on the small-period gravity wwve with

higher phase velocities.

The purpose for making a study of the short-period linear gravity

waves are as follows:

(1) Power spectrum analyses of simultaneous phot01- tric observations

11...



of mesospheric and lower thermospheric optical emissions such as the 557.7

run 01, the 730 rn and 790 rn CH band as well as the 1.53 mn CH riadicmetric

data (taken by Peterson and Pendleton in the 1984 MAPSTAR Campaign) se-ms

to show a surprisingly large number of power peaks with short periods.

This would seem to suggest that the higher Fourier boaponents as well as

the short period gravity waves play an important role in small-scale

atmospheric fluctuations.

(2) Simultaneous observations of 557.7 rn and 630 rn 01 by Weinberg

et al. (1973) would seem to show that ounsiderably more short period

structures occur in the 557.7 rn at lower altitudes rather than the 630 rn

in the ionospheric altitudes. Whilst other explanatioms are possible, we

will show that this is consistent with the behavior of the simple short-

period linear gravity wave theoi.y

(3) The theoretical justification for cur investigations is based on

the fact that so far the treatment of gravity wive ductiug has been

confined to three particular mechanisms: the variation in atmpheric

structure (e. f. Francis, 1975 etc.); the variation in dissipation

(Ricmand, 1978; Yu et al., 1980; TUan and Tadic, 1962); and the variation

in b&a rWO.id winds (a•dzna and Hine, 1986). We hae found that the

exists another type of ductiq•• manuim valid ,l for gravity w s, or

higher Fou-rier om wits of gravity wa with perio in the xa'm' of. the

Brunt period 'about 4.5 uin at low altitt to 15 min at highr

altitudes). "is variation in the Brunt period with height allow a low

altitude grav'.ty wave with initial Fourier period omponent greater than

its local Brt• period to, propagate upwards to san height level, zo, %here

it becos eqial to the local Brunt period (Fig. 1). The remlti:jq

12
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downrward reflection together with the upward reflection from the rigid

ground wuIld produce a series of guided modes for each such Fourier

frequency component, leaving only the much lcwer frequency components to

continue their upward propagation. Thus, the variation in the Brunt

frequency curve could serve as a ducting-filtering mechanism (Wan- and

Tuan, 1985, 1986) which filters out and restricts the higher frequency

conzonents to only the lower altitudes (from now on to be referred to as

Brmt ducti)."

Muilst the acoustic wove branch can readily propagate at higher

frequencies above z = z0 , there is no way, of course, that a gravity wave

can turn into an acoustic wave, since the latter requires a horizontal

phase velocity greater than the local speed of sound. In a horizontally

stratified atmere, the horizontal phase velocity can not vary with

height. Thus, for z > zo the short-period gravity waves ecne evanescent.

Th2 further rv *Liremet of finite energy source would limit the high

altitude solutions to those which are "exponentially decaying" and which in,

turn limit the propagation to only the fully guided odes.

Be the horizontal wirus will always have an important effect

above 8o km! we will in this pap o- bine the Doppler d=tirq of Qiimoas

and Hrmu (1986) and the Bunt &=tin (MMq and MIm, 1985 and 1•6) to

produce a siuiltaneos ductin meumdwd %.icd can produce both the fully

-and the partially, guidedida' and. Qdch wil be referred to as the Brunt-

•lar -ucting iacnm for a• ,- (am also Wang ad 'uAn, 1987). 7he

zonal and meridional wind profiles of korbes and Gillette (1982) based on

ý.&a bcaciorund mean circulation wind profiles of Lindzen and Hong (1974)-,

and Roble et al. (1977) will be used for the horizontal wind profiles. The

13



COSPAR model will be used for general background atmosphere..

In Section 2 we shall develop and describe the fundamental equations,

the boundary conditions and the methods of solution. In Section 3 we shall

present the solutions for the case when the wind is absent and the guidance
*

is provided by Brunt ducting alone. The dispersion curves for the fully

guided modes at different gravity wave periods and the kinetic energy

density will be given as functions of z, the altitude, (Fig. 4-a and b) for

the various discrete fully guided modes.

In Section 4, we include the wind profiles (Fig. 5-a and b) and will

discuss the effects of the zonal and meridional winds on the different

directions of wave propagation. Dispersion curves as a function of periods

for different propagation directions will be given and ccepared with the

dispersion Caves for the windless case (Fig. 8-a,b and Fig. 9-a,b). We

also show h dispersion curves as a function of propagtion direction at

fixed period (Fig. lO-ab).

In Section 5, we consider the effects of stability and dissipation of

the different propagation modes, the range of vertical and horizontal wave

lengths for uiid neither effect is significant. In Section 6 we present

the conclusion.

14
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2. FIMPMEMM. BQIMATCIC

The differential equations governing the propagation of gravity waves

in a horizontally stratified atwxFtere whose tenperature and horizontal

wind velocity vary in an arbitrary manner with height have been derived by

Pitteway and Hines (1965). Choosing the pressure perturbation ap and the

vertical velocity perturbation Aw as dependent variables, the system of

equations can'be transformed into tw- coupled first-order equations given

by

a .- = (w2 _ 02) (A)

az 2

(1)

Where 0 is the D .ler-,shifted frseqmwcy that would be masured in a

0oam5nate Wyst inwixq With the atmospere. It is a ftacim of height

th reug.th Pau -P of harizontal wind~ cceponut, VOX(z). is the Wave

frewmy in a fixed cord~inate system. They are related by

( ,kVOX (2)

15



The variables ,w and p defined by

= -1-/2 Ap (3)

Po

A = r0 (Aw) (4)

'1 =( g - bg •m- 2g5

and the Brunt frequency wb given by

wb - g(1 apo + g (6)
P0 az 7

0

The other quantities have their us-• aaning.

Eq. (1) is subject to the following assaupticzs and limitations: (1)

the effects of viscosity, thermal condution and sailzv terms are

neglected; (2) the ambient atmoshere is horiziota1l- :t'ratitfled, all

unperturbed quantities have z-.pndnc•e only; amw -do. pert-tnttions

are small so that the nonlinear terms can be omitted, and all perturbation

quantities can be Foirier-dozqxued into onewtic plans ir given

by

f (x, z, t) a f (z) e• i (wt- kxx) (7)

'fle he~ight-varying beckground winds are awnaimd to be trarizcrtal,

incluingir zonal and meridional conponents, Voz and Vom, respectively.

Since the vertical wind is generally much less than the horizontal winds,

it would sew reasonable to siznPlify the discu siaon by n.lecting the

16



vertical wind. The fact. that the wind perpendicular to the wave vector has

no effects at all on the wave propagation allows us to consider only the

wind along kx, the direction of wave propagation. Thus, from Fig. 2, we

may write

v = V~z + Vor sinm (8)

where a is the angle between kx and the East dirtion.

There may be a critical height level where the horizontal phase speed

equals the wind speed, and a = 0. The solutions of the Eq. (1) are

singular (Lin, 1955) due to the fact that, for harmonic wave trains, the

inviscid equations introuce infinite shears at the critical level. This

inplies that in the nei • of such a level viscusm force cannot be

ignored. The singularity may also be circummented by dealig with

transient wave packets (trolstcy, 1973). Such a theory ruwtim to be fully

deloped, and attention at the' prese•t time is confined to thoses

whidch do not'eincnter a singular level at any height.

Tb solve th ewqiti apqwr te bmmary carditlew are ruired.

At the rigid ground b~Mi~ry the vertical velocity must Vanish. In the

Shalft m 't~m atore and vbd can be vismd as cantt (Fig. . ad

s5-eb), the mm proyagtion has to be only upard at m.. Thus, the

radiatinconwdition must be satisfied at infinity MeW, 1969; Francis,,

1974). With the help of E. (1) th cxditia, can be r111 as

[2..0 ,•]]0 - 0O (9)
az

17



AW~ ~~7 7 -wr-- -77~

and

( exp(ikz) (10)

where kr, is the vertical wave ntmtber for the upper half space with constant

temperature and wind.

For a gioen atmseric mdel Eq. (1) can be mmerically solved by

full wave zitations under the bovr0 -y conditions of Eqs. (9) and (10)

for the range of horizontal phase velocities we coider in this paper.

18



3. WINDLESS mom1s IN mwIE (XaqPAR A¶IMOSFIIE

In order to understand tha Brunt ducting mechanism for small-period

gravity waves in a realistic atmosphere-, we first consider an atmospheric

model without wind. The 1972 (OSPAR temperature profile with an exospheric

temperature of 1000 OK is used in the present calculation. The upper

boundary, above which the atmosphere is assumed to be uniform, is fixed at

400 km.

¶fl phase velocity dispersion curves for the atmosphere are shown in

Fig. 3. Each curve repre• ats a mode labelled by the node number in

parenthesis on the right-hand side of Fig. 3. The discret des indicated

by short dash lines can be vice %s bound states. Sinoe, in general, the

eiuwalues are prortional to inverse horizontal phase velocity (Yu et

al., 1980), we plot these discrete modes against decreasing velocity. The

m with the same nodes are connected by solid lines, and the lamb modes

as Ps~udmodes (Press and Harkrider, 1962; and Pfeffer and Zaridc , 1963)

are cwwted by dotte lins. 7he Tbs Lodes have hr=izontal phase

velocity of about 316 */sec, and are nearly non-dispersive. The modes with

loerphae velocr.ties are duted bebmen the gzxxt and the lomr

thz r, and can bsooms highly dispersive at the low velocity end.

Fig. 4-a giv the first few solutions of wwa Awiam, #, for wmve

Period T -6 ami. 1. mods -'- r asigned to each -ad iS L qual to niode

-Mube of the mode, including the infinity aa node. It can be seen that

, dey" to zero very quickly above 160 ),, ant the wavs are guided by the

ground and the thermwopheric taiewature gradient.
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The, time-averaged kinetic energy per unit volume, associated with the

wave perturbacion, is given by

E=__ O IAu12 + aw,12] (lii
4

where Au is the horizontal velocity perturbation. The energy densities for

all ducted modes with periods of 4.5 - 14 mrin are concentrated at low

altitudes either near the ground or near the l r the -_hea. Fig. 4-b

shows the results for T 6 min.
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4. PROPA-MICNi MI S IN WINDY A3IIER

The zornl and meridional wind profiles ursed in the present study are

shown by the bold lines in Fig. 5-a and b. They are given for the winter

solstice at mid-latitude (42- N) and at local midnight. The East is taken

as positive for the zonal wind cxmponent, while the North is taken as

positive for the meridional wind coffponent. These wind cImponents are

taken from Forbers and Gillette (1982) whose calculations are in turn based

on the mean circulation co~monents (given by the thin line in Fig. 5-a and

b) provided by Lindzen and Horx (1974) and Roble et al. (1977). These wind

cozm•ponts muy be taken as timm-indeperment due to the rather short-period

waves we cmr-ider in capariscon with the tidal periods. It is somewhat

unfortunate that the region of greatest importance (80 - 120 kin) in the

present paper is also a region of some untainly in the wind profiles due

to boundary effects. Se modification of the winds was performed to allow

for a smooth merging with profile below 100 kin. The new "CIA" model (MAP

HanoxK* (1985)) would help. The temperature profile is the same as that

described in Section 3.

For the wirdy atmohere, mel soluticw have ben ompted for wm

FerIs at T -4.5, 5.5, 6,,8, 100, 12-e 14 min at prcpgtien direction

angle a - 00, 300, 45', 600, 90", 120", 1?,5, 1500, 180%, 2100, 225', 240',

2700, 3000, 3150 and 330'. The premence of wind and the resultlng Doppler,

frewimicy shift (EDi. 2.) can sufficiently alter the bodgound aboospheire to

allow sace fully guided modes to dwqe into partially guided e. we

will specifically oonsider two cases to show how the effect of the winds

can dwarpe fully duhcted into partially ducted modes. The =aximum wind
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speeds ij the wind profiles of Fig. 5-a and b would restrict our present

treatment to gravity waves with horizontal phase velocity greater than 150

misec to avoid the sincilarities generated by critical layers already

mentioned in Section 2.

Fig. 6-a,b and Fig. 7-a,b show the wave function 0 and the kinetic

energy density for the 6 min modes at a = 0- (Eastward pzroagation) and 900

(Northward propagation), respectively. As can be seen, the presence of the

wind system greatly modifies the properties of wave guidance. Some modes

with lower horizontal phase velocities become partially ducted (Figs. 6-a

and b). The enezxy densities of the fully ducted modes are nct-ated in

the region below 120 km, much lower than that for the windless es. his

is caused by the rapid increase in the wind system with height which can

substantially reflect wave energy downwards to lower altitudes. The

horizontal phase speeds of the wave modes (as measured in a fixed

coordinate system) are also much altered by the presence of the wind

profiles. The effect of wind structure is quite significant even for the

non-dispersive Lamb modes with a high horizontal phase velocity Vphx.

The dispersion curves for the variation in the modal horizontal phase

velocity with different wwve periods at'each propagation direction, and the

curves for the variation in modal pase velocity with differn propagation

directions at each fixed period are compiled but will mnt all be shown due

to lack of space. Here we show the dispersion curves for a - 0", 180O

(Figs. 8-a,b), 90, 270- (Figs. 9-a,b), and the directional variation

curves of phase vplocities for T - 6 and 14 min (Figs. 10-ab). The other

curves have dcaracteristics similar to these more extre cases. In

addition to the notations and symbols defined for Fig. 3 in Section 3, a
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"+" sign is used to indicate partially ducted Modes.

The dispersion curves in Fig. 8-a and b show the ducted modes when the

propagation direction is along the direction of the zonal wind (a=o*), and

against the zonal wind (a = 180°). Compared to Fig. 3, the only possible

similarity is the behavior of the lamb mode which continues to be

relatively nndispersive, although the phase speed is shifted from 316

m/sec to 337 m/sec for a = 0 and 296 m/sec for a 1800. This is to be

expected, since the zonal wind has a more or less constant magnitude of

about 20 m/sec frce the groud up to about 30 km, a height range where a

significant portion of the Lamb mode energy is located. In other respects,

Fig. 8-a looks quite different from Fig. 3. owing to Doppler wind shift,

no fulvy ducted modes can be found for waves with periods greater than 8

mrin. Fig. 8-b bears some resemblance to Fig. 3, and shows the existence of

fully ducted modes for waves with periods up to 14 miin. The physic behind

it is that for a = 0' the waves, propagating always in the direction of the

background wind, can be Doppler shifted by the wind to lcrger periods which

leads to reducing the reflection, and allowing greater energy leakage

upwards into higher altitudes. Ibus, the Waves with periods greater than 8

miin are no laiqer fully ducted. At the short period end of wave spectrum,

howevr, s waves with periods less than 4.5 min (the lower limit of the

Brunt period) may be shifted to form fully ducted gravity wave modes. For

a - 180l the wave prcpagation is oRpsite to the wind. The Wave period is

shifted to the shorter end, and the wave reflection and ducting becom

enhanced. In this case, even waves with period greater than 14 min (the

u per limit of the Brunt period) can be turned into fully guided modes.

The dispersion curves in Fig. 9-a and b are due to purely meridional
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wind. They bear more similarity to Fig. 3. 7he phase speeds for the Lamb

modes are nearly the same as that in the windless atmosphere, although

quite significant differences can appear for other nodes with lower phase

velocities. We point out that while the meridional wind in the region

around 100 km has amplitudes as large as zonal wind (Fig. 5-a,b), its

effect on the wave guidance are much weaker. This can be uwrstood in

terms of the general pattern of meridional wind which reverses itself at

different height levels in a symmetric way. The wind reversals cancel out

mudh of the effects of Doppler shifting that the nvre mmv)-directicnal

zonal wind can produce. Nevertheless, the cancellation is not couplete,

and the effects of meridional wind can not be ignored at all, particularly

where lower phase-velocity waves are oncerned.

Fig. 10-a and b show the directional dispersion of the guided modes at

fixed periods (6 min and 14 min, respectively). The relative symetry of

the mdes abouta = 180" is due again to the wridiuxal wind pattern. The

rise of the modes and hence a lowering of the phase velocity as a increases

from zero in Fig. 10-a can again be understood in terms of the, dispersion

relation which provides for lower horizontal phase velocity as a increases

through Doppler shift. Once again, the change in phase velocity is the

least for the Lamb rode which is sufficiently x ted at lower

altitudes where 'the variation with height of either the zonal or the

meridional wind is relatively small. he prepon Mranc of modes near a

1800 for the 14 min wave (Fig. 10-b) and near a - )* or 3600 for the 6 min

wave can again be understood in terms of Doppler wind shift. The longer

period modes can only be Doppler wind shift. whe longer period modes can

only be Doppler-shifted to the higher frequency end and hence require winds
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at a=1800, whilst, the shorter-period mo~des can be more readily Doppler-

shifted to the lower frequency end and hence require a =0* or 360%
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5. SLABILflY OF' IIE WAVE M31

All dissipations and nonlinear effects have been ignred so far. To

determine the conditions for which a linear, inviscid wave is a good

apprmcimation, and the conditions for which nonlinearity and dissipations

would have to be included, the inertial, nonlinear, and viscxu terms have

been calculated in terms of the linear, inviscid modal solutions. The data

of viscosity coefficient are taken from the model used by Midgley and

Limohn (1966). The Richardson's number given by

Ri 2(12)
la (AU+Vox) 1 (2
I a u

has been cczited to investigate the possibility for instabilities to

occur. In all our calculations the gravity waves have been normalized to

density fluctuation of 20%, 15%, and 10% at a height of 100 kin.

In the windless atmosphere for guided modes with period less than 9

min the nonlinear term is much less than the inertial term at lower

altitudes as expected. The same is true at higher altitudes, where the

waves have purely imaginary vertical wave nmrbezz with values greater than

1/2H (H is scale height), and decay very quickly so that their amplitudes

are limited to small values. The nonlinear term, however, can be

comparable to the inertial term around 120 - 140 km. The viscous term

below 240 km is much less ,than the nonlinear term, and can be neglected.

Viscosity becomes important at very high altitudes, but does not affect the

guided modes too much, since their wave energy is confined to lower
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altitudes. The Richazdson's nuzrbes ef these wave modes are always much

greater than one quarter at all altitudes. Thus there is no chance for

instability to occur. Fig. 11-a and b show the three terms and the

Richardson's number for the 5.5 min windless mode with phase velocity of 72

m1sec at density variation of 20%.

For the mades with periods greater than 9 min in the windfree case,

the nonlinear term beoes nuh larger than inertial term above 100 kim,

quite different from the previous case, since the wave may not decay fast

enugh to balance the -xponential graith due to the deease of the

bacxornd density. The viscous term which is always less than the

nonlinear term can still be ignored, but becms c arable to the inertial

term at higher altitudes. The Rihardson's numbers at saie height levels

are less than or* quarter, and instability can arise at these levels.

The presence of wind will change the phase velocity of the modes aid,

in , greatly affect the stability of sucih modes. Calculations

show that only the Lamb modes of 4.5 - 14 min period propagating in any

direction can still be viewed as stable in the presence of winds.

Stability of other modes with lower phase speeds strcngly depends on wave

period, horizontal phase velocity, and prcpagation direction. For a -0*

only wves with periods less than 6 min can have an or mir other stable

modes with lower phase speed. The numbers of stable modes increase as wave

period decreases. Me sam thing halppes at periods less than 12 min for

a - 180". In the ca of purely maridional wind, each pericd within

4.5 - 14 ain can have one or more stable modes other than the Lamb mode.

The lower limit of the horizontal phase velocity for stable modes, roughly

speaking, is aroud 180 - 200 m/sec. Figs. 12-a,b and 13-a~b display the -.
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three ters and the Rictkardson's rumers fol 5.5 Din wae with phase speed

of 260 u/sec (a = 0), and 12 min wave with phase speed 210 n/sec

(a = 180") respectively. Those modes are stable even for the relative

density fluctuation of 20% at 100 cm.

In conclusicn, in the real atmosphere with arbitrarily varying wird

system, one woud expect that only waves with periods less than 6 min and

horizontal phase velocity greater than 200 n/sec can occur more frequently

as stable, fully ducted modes. These are consistent with the experimental

results mentioned in Introduction of this paper. More detailed discussion

about implication of the theory to experiments will be presented in other

papers.
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6. ONIEIM

We have found and investigated a ducting medhanism, the Brunt Dicting,

valid only for gravity waves with periods in the range of the Brunt period.

Unlike structul ducting or dissipative ducting, the Brunt ducting can by

itself prodwe frl guided nodes. The only other mechanism that can do so

is the Doppler ducting when the wind velocity along the dirctioan of wave

propagation exceeds the phase velocity. The combined &unt-DOpPler ducting

can prk= both the fully anl the partially guided . We have

nmrically a-z-zted both these utcdes with a OPAR adic l and

the horiZontal wind profiles of Fbrbes and Gillette (1982), Lindzen and

Hong (1974), and Roble et al. (1977)., The dispersion of these modes with

wave period at fixd progation direction and with pr'agatilm direction

at fixed period have both been investigated. We have also investigated the

effects of viscosity, non-linearity and dissipation for all the guided

iuodes. In g•neral, we have found the following results:

(1) In the abeice of horizontal Winds the guided modes with periods

dwrter than 8 min are confined to the lower' at ure below 160 km.

(2) In the rzu of winds everything depends on the direction of

horizontal wave gzation., If the wave prqagatj along the direction of

the zaia wind (d&m East), then the wave period is D~ler-shif ted tmwmft

the lmor periods and a, y of the higher modes (aall horiazotAl phase

velocity) wuld have their wae eiurgy spread over a much greater height

range. If the wave prcpates along the direction of the meridional wind

(due North), then the North-srth symmetry of the meridional wind pattern

has rwiderably less effect on the guided mode Wt=e wavO energy reMairl
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in Yre or less the same location as the windless case (i.e. below 160 km

for periods less than 8 min). If the wave pr gtes against the direction

of the zonal wind (due West), then the wave periods are shifted to the

shorter period end and only one or two lower modes (high horizontal phase

velocity) can exist with most of their eer•y located below 80 kia. 7hus,

the net effect of the winds is to increase the spread of the wave energy

over a greater height range when the propagation is along the wind and

decrease it when the prcpagation is against the wind.

(3) The wind also have an effect on the frenquo dispersion of the

guided modes. If the wave prt tes due East, only the short-period mdes

survive; the lcrier period ones have been Dp1er-shift out of existe .

If it is due North, then the dispersion curves would resemble the windless

case due again to the symmetry of the meridional wind. T dispersion with

respect to propagation direction at a fixed but smrt period (6 min, Fig.

10-a) shws that a number of ms vanishes if the prqmxation is due West

when most of the higher modes are again Dopler-shifed out of existMenc.

The opposite is true for the dispersion curve at a fixed, hut relatively

ln0 period (14 main, Fig. 10-b).. In this case the higher tend to

survive only if the proagation is d West w there is for Dppler-

shifting~ to shrter periods.

(4) The computations for the effects of viscAity, non-linmrity and

irnstabili~ty see to show that the Aisity is unlqctant for sct height

ranges of interest. In general, within a height rwn between 110 km and

180 kJn, the non-linearity and instability can be important for many of the

higher modes. The 4jePortance decreases with mall wv amplitudes as

expected. For reasonable wave amplitudes (say wve which prdc 15-20%
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fluctuations in the major species at 100 km) the non-linearity and

instability can be totally neglected only for the Lamb mode with a

horizontal phase velocity of almost 315 m sec-I. For other modes they car

be neglected for some horizontal phase velocities when the wave amplitudes

happen to be moderate in the height ranges mentioned. So far as

experimental observations are conoerned, for most of our calculations we

hawe found that the sc eric airglow peaks at height levels well below

the region where viscosity, wave instability and non-linearity become

important for gravity waves, (we deal with horizontal phase velocity higher

than 100 Wsec in this paper to avoid the singular solutions produced by

citical layers mentioned earlier in the paper).

We woild like to suggest doing simultaneous airglow observations at

es'heric and lower thermo rc height levels (e.g. 557.7 nm OI, the CH

emission bands, etc.) and the icnospheric height level (e.g. the 630 nm

01). he datra shoul be taken at short time intervals (< min) to

acm ate the short-period structure. This can provide us with

informaticn on the energy distribution of the short-period ducted waves'

4 , as we have shown, would coetrate t laier altitudes. They can

also provide, verification on the log-pe aid larg-scale TMIs .prcdW

by waves whose energy dis z i" 1s t well above 100 km

(7hms, 1968; YU et al., 1980). So far aswe know Thome's (1968) radar

cbservaticn at Arecibo was the cnly ,:f•i etion of sch an energy

dist.ibztion for largescae Tm's and that no airglmi oservations have

ever provided such evidence.
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2. Oxwdinate syste. in the horzntal plane
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-a Wave Functions
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-b Kinetic Energy Densities

8. Dispersion curves in the zona1 wind

-a a = 0* (wave propagation towards the East)

-b a = 180" (wave propagation towards the West)

9. Dispersion curves in the weridional wind

-a a = 90" (wave propagation towards the North)

-b a = 270" (wave propagation towards the South)

10. Da variation of Vpbx in the winds

-a for T = 6 min

-b for T = 14 ain

31. 7 three trms and the Richardson's nmbrs

Windless Mode, T = 5.5min, VphC = 72 m/sec

-a Inertial, viscous, nonlinear terks

A Inertial term

+ Nonlinear term

* Visoos term

-b Richardson r. nuabers

Bold line gives the wave function in arbitrary scale

Relative variation of density at 100 km is 20%
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12. The three terms andl the Richardson's numbers

Winxdy uoe, T = 5.5 win, Vphx = 260 In/sec. 0'

-a Inertial, viscous, nonlinear terns

a Inertial term

+ Nonlinear term

* Viscious term

-b Richardson's numbers

13. T thre terms and the Rihardson's rumbers

Wizny ode, T = 12 mi, Vtw = 210 r/se, a - 180o

-a Inertial, viscous, nonlinear terns

A Inertial term

+ Nonlinear term

* Viscs term

-b Richard~son s numb~ers
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Figure 1. Brunt period curve for the COSPAR atmosphere
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Figure 2. Coordinate system in the horizontal plane
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PART B:

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PURELY GRAVITATIONALLY INDUCED

DENSITY, PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN GRAVITY

WAVES; THEIR APPLICATION TO AIRGLOW OBSERVATIONS.

U. Makhlouf', E. Dewan*, J. Isler' and T. F. Tuan'

'Physics Department

University of Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

'Optical Physics Division

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom AFB
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A quantitative study is made on the relative importance of the purely

gravitationally induced compression (G.I.C.) due to fluid particle altitude

dcange and the actual 1wave compression" which can occui at a fixed

altitude in a gravity wave. The results for density, pressure ard

temperature variations show the following: (1) the G.I.C. effects

prsduminate (>95%) for v/c < 20% where v is the horizontal phase velocity

and very simple formulas can be btained: (2) the relative importance

depends strongly on freency for wave periods less than 10 min., but

becs totally independent of frequency for periods greater than 20 min.:

(3) the tmperature nmaurents can be quicky cnverted to height

variations wherever the G.I.C. effect ptes; in general the

conversion is equivalent to the adiabatic lapse rate, i.e. a i10

temperature variation correspos to a height change of 1 ko.

In addition, the total kinetic energy density can be simply expressed

in terms of height variation and, whenever the G.I.C. effects pte,

can be very easily obtained from temperature measuremwnts. An intertin

by-product has been that for waves of small horizontal phase speed, the

total wave kinetic energy at any frequency is equal to the kinetic energy

of the natural (Brunt) oscillation of an air parce with the sam vertical

displacent.
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On Gravitational and Acoustic Effects in Gravity Waves

(I) Introductin

The purpose of the present note is to determine the degree to which

Gravity Waves (to be abbreviated G.W.) are subject to purely

Gravitationally I-z ed expansions and xmressians (G.I.C.) fram altitude

changes of a gjiven parvel of air and the degree to which. the are caused by

purely "%ave ressicn". If, for certain types of G.W., the G.I.C.

effects can cause 1-1t (say 90%) of the G.W. variations so that we can

neglect "wave x i on", then the resulting simplification (Dewan et al

(1988)) can allow us to use very simple fozrilas for the G.W. paramwirs,

(dmsity, pm rm'and te•perature as well as to make quick

estimates of other different G.W. parameters. For instanc, a quick

coxnemion from temperature fluctuations to height fluctuticiw can be

readily affected and the latter can be used for a quick estimate of the

kinetic energy density. 7his is also very useful In ailow -uu

whlere inefe3.truasuremnts give temperature directly aid hame

aixrlcw height changes can be est-maed. •idle sawb of ouw results are

known qualitatively to G. W. specalists, to ouw )kowledge there has never

been a ,ytmtic quantitative -b-m•t of the subject.

We will begin by dmirir ta the density, poessure and tprtr

f tatos can be explicitly 7 ------ as a sum of two terms; cm

descrlbig the C.I.C. conpression, while the other the "wave uoticn". The

former vanishes in the absence of ity (-5) while the latter rmlzw in
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altered form and provides for purely longitudinal acoustic "wave

txi•ession".

For giO, the relative importance of these two effects depends on. the

magnitude of the horizontal pase velocity of the G.W. as cospared to the

speed of sound. For small scale G.W., where by definition we mean the

phase velocity is much less than the speed of sound and the wavelength is

also swall, we have found that indeed the G.I.C. effects preckinate.

Since much of the o*iserved mid-latitude airglow fui~atic (including CH)

involve relatively small-scale G.W. (Witt (1962), Clamidi et al (1985),

Taylor & Hopgood (1988) with low horizontal phase velocity v < 70 m secd-,

we may, for !ost cases, assume that the density, presmre and temperature

variations are C. I. C. and a quick conversion to height variatic -mey be

made. Very simple formulas for the kinetic energy density can be derived,

where kz >0, both for the general case and even m-re so in the G.I.C.

approximation.

We should point out that there is considerable interferec betmen

the two effects and that only if either is greater in wignit sUm than e

other by a large factor can we cfortably neglect the smal te . 7b

test the limits of this criterion we will consider thre specific

experimental ~evaticra; the first being the airglow dnrvation watby

Taylor and Hapgood (1988) (in association with the MR p3JRR) htich

easily meets our criterion; the secoxn being the wew * Vationim by

Clairemidi et al (1985) which also meets our criterion: the third beirv j

observations on noctilucent clouds made by Witt (1962) and is marginally

above the limits of our, criterion. The results show that for all three
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sets of observations, tha sinple G.I.C. model is surprisingly accurate and

that one may safely assme that nxh of mid-altitude density, pressure and

* teerature fluctuatios is governed by G.I.C.s. In ganeral, we have

proved that in the region v<<CC .ere the G.I.C. expansion or contraction

effects dominate, a 100K variation in teqperature would indicate an

altitude change of 1 km of a parcel of air. We have also found that in the

same region the kinetic enery density is equivalent to that of the free

vertical oscillation of an air parcel with the same vertical displaced

anpliitde and is independent of the wave frequecy. Thus, the above

conversion can be lindm ately used to calculate the kinetic enrgy density.

IIC. E. a nsion & Contraction

When a fluid el:a:t is displace by a vertical distanc, h, in a

hydrostatic fluid, its density is compressed by an amdat APa. ,his

density dhWe, APa, is produced by a 'chdae in bacdogrcund pressure, Ap,.

(tem-e Ap - (apo/az) h - cOaps and Aps is the density variation dau purely

to adiabatic oression) minis the dcange in bac.rmd density, Apo =

(apodaz)h. One can show that in an niform isothermal

atiuos~tere wit scale height H,

PC PC PC
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whm we have used the fact that c2pouypoO

and P z"•8

POaz paz

III. A comai ris•n of the GI.C. and y=ve cression

In a G.W. with fieqey 1,W h - w/li' (to first order) Uwe h ard w

are the vertical displacement and, velocity fields respectively. At the

Brunt freqec, w -" ,, the atmospere would just osciIaIA vierti y at

its natural freqacy with the density fluc u given by (1). In

general, by using the Hinest (1960) formula for Ap/po, h - w/IL, and

horizontal velocity field Au we can show that to the first ordar (m

Appendix (I)):

v2 u
Po 7 C V

SA. + _(2)
Po Po

here u- horizontal particle velocity

v - vx - horizontal phase velocity

APC/po = (v/c) 2 (u/v) ensity fluctiation due to wave om~wmsian
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From (2) it is clear that apa/po 0 0 as g - 0 since H = C2/-Yg, and the

terms Apc/po will be appropriately changed to provide for the purely

lcroitudinal "wave xmpression" at all frequencies for sound wave

propagation in the absence of gravity. As g 0 0 , H ' and using (A22) we

obtain

o " o = = c+ .w12 )1/2  (2a)

and -
IWI 70 kz

where kx is the horizontal wave vector. (2a), clearly show a purely

loritiial wave whio en g 0 0. Frut now on we shall goly be

001%ned with g'0. In that case, from (2) the relative iporta•ce of

APW/Po and apcfpo depend on (v/c) and!, in orSer to zrP min well- below the

Lindzen (1981) limit for G.W. saturation, lul < v (see Fritts, 1984).

Clearly for -ll-scale- G.W. where v<<C, the density variation omes mainly

from G.I.C. compression, apa/po. on the other hand for v -. C and close to

the limit for G. W. saturaticn th% wave compression apc/po is large and we

need to include both effects.

In general, since both &pa/po and ApcPo are cople2c.quantities with

different phases,, crsxideruable intarference occurs bet~iaen the two terms

and only if one has a magnitude of at least 4 to 5 tiu greater than the

other can we neglect the other term.

Tb make a quantitative caxarison betwennAa and 6 'c, We plot
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!APaI/IAPI and Ipc /I1,pI as a function of v/c. It canb shohn for ki > 0,

.L ai = [(-1) 11 v!) i /2 (3)
l I (vc)2

and

2l(- ( vlC) J (4)

Thus, in genera1 l pal/lApI begins with the value unity (i.e. dernsity

variation~s are due entirely to G.I.C. cx'zpressicsn) at v/c - 0, U.ti1e.

IAPCI/IAPI begins at zero (i.e. no "wam comessiMn"). As can be seen

f (3) and (4), When v/c in-reas&A, the behavior fa .•ial/lap I.n

lAPc /lPI depend entirely on w/wb for arty value of v/c.

For long period gravity wves were w "< wb, We MY rg the term

involving -/wb in the denminator for both l40al/lAI and laclI/aj-I. For

such cases

v()2

lAp I* " .. j•-)1/2 )

and IAPal/lIAI drcps frcn unity as v/c ij eases whi leacl/I&,qj I

linearly with v/c.

Fig. 1 shows this behavior for gravity w with periods greater than
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20 min. Actually, there is little variation with period from 20 min. c-, up

and a plot at ? I 120 mrin. falls exactly on top of the ocrrespoixqg curves

at 20 minutes. Both curves are plotted from (3) and (4), but there wcxld

have been no difference if we had used (5) and (6). At ? = 10 muin., (Fig.

2), 1 ApcI/IAp 1 begins to deviate from a straight line but only slightly.

IAPal/IAPI drops sQiaat less as v/c increases showing an increase in

invortance relative to "'wve copression" for a given phase velocity.

Furthenrre, the crIs over betwee the G.I.C. oxmpression and the "ave

copression" remains fairly constant at betwen v/c - 55 to 60%. In

general, tor G.W. with freque.w-ies in this range (i.e. r > 10 rmin.), if we

use the aproximate criteria t1iat IAPal/IApcI has to be greater than a

factor of 5, then v/c has to be less than 15% or the horizontal.1ase

velocity has to be less than 45 m sec-. his covers a fairly large range

and include ost of the observed mid-altitude small scale G.W. fron airglow

data..

The vertical greun line irnlicates the position iere - 0. It is

easy to show from the Hines' dispersion fornula that )c o 0 rrespords to

• j. )1/2 (7)

to the left of the green oj > 0 and G.W. my pro te freely. To its

right ki < 0 and the G.W. is evaneaoent in the vertical direction, although

it still propagates airq kX. The dotted lines repr•nent the evanecent
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region. At v/c 1 1 we have the lamb sode for %hich there is no G.I.C.

copression since there is no vertical moticn and variations in density are

caused entirely by "wave compression", an eicact reversal of what happens at

v/c = 0. The same reversal occurs in all the Figures.

As - 'b, the B pericd, both IAPal/I&Pl and I4cl/IAPIl icease

with v/c, isee Fig.' 3 & 4) in s a way that the G.I.C. coupressiom

orntinnues to predominate over a =xft greater range of harizonta' phase

velocity. In fact, in Fig. 4 Wh~erev - 5.2 min., the G.I.C. compression

continues to dominate all the way to the greui linet were v/c - 42%

rto a horizontal ptse velocity of wall oer 120 a o-ec1; a

strictly mediunr-scale G.W. (Ftn=is 1975). Mum, as the G.W. period

approaches the Brunt period, the G.I.C. casrssio dmirat3s over a larger

range of v and hence a larger range of waveleqgths.

The pressure variation can be easily shown to be the sam as aoc.

Using the linearized horizontal muenbm conservation equation, it can be

that for nachrmatic waves,

•p- vpdu

or AR v
POc'

so IIAP

From Fig. 1-4 we zee that there is little pressure variation produc

I' "wave oressimn" for sall-scale G.W. only as the scale-size of the
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G.W. increases does it become important. Thus, for small-scale G.W. (<45 im

sec-1), the pressure variations are relatively insignificant.

The tenperature variations may be very easily obtained from the

linearized perfect gas law given by

AT _ _ (9)
TO PO Po

From (7), (9) and (2), we obtain,

AT ( - 1) ('Z2) - a (10)

Thus, for v << C (small-scale G.W.),

AT _pa .IL: 1- L (1))

and the tenp. variation is opposite in phase to the G.I.C. density

compression. We will define

T. _ + ATC (12)TO TO TO

where ATa = P-a A-c _ =( vu
TO PO TO - F)

Again, as in (3) & (4) it is possible to show that fork > 0, (see

Appendix III),

J. L r 1- (v/c) 2  (13)
IATI 1 -(v/)

2v/) ._ 1/ )v (14)IATI 1 - (w/wW-(b) c

Thus, once again,' for v/c o 0 IATaj/IATI 1 and IATcl/IATI = 0 and we see
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that in the low phase velocity limit (very small-scale G.W.) the

temperature variation is caused entirely by the adiabatic expansion and

ccapression of an air parcel oscillating in the vertica direction. For

long period G.W. (<<wb), (13) & (V!) simplify to;

I T:d.1 /2 ](12

IATI c

Ž1) - 1)1/2 (v) (16)

Ccaiaring (15) and (16) with (5) and (6) we see that for long period G.W.

I&Tal/I&TI behaves the same way as lapa/lapl in (5) whilst, IATcI/IATI has a

far more gradual slope than I Apc I / 1-. huas, for tperature varatio,

the G. I. C. effect predominates over the ewave effect" through A greater

range of phase velocities.

All this can be seen from Fig. 5 which shows the behavior of

1&Taj/IaTI and IAT0I/IATI for' G.W. with periods- from 30 min. on up. Again,

a plot of both curves at: 120 min. can be exactly drizzc:se over the

two crves for r - 30 min. This is similar to the curve of the density

variations (Fig. 1) which has a lower limit at r - 20 min. Again, for r >

30 min. there is no significant difference betwee (13) and (15) or (14)

and (16).

Fig. 6, 7 and 8 show the behavior of teperature variations for

1= 0, 6.4 and 5.2 min. respectively. The big differenoe between these

temperature variations and the density variations given by Fig. 2, 3 and 4
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is that for the former the effect of G. I. C. ccmpression is even nuch more

important than the "wave xmpression". For inst" , at r = 6.4 min., the

wave ompression effect overtakes the G.I.C. effect at v/c = 0.72, whereas

the G. I. C. effect remains predaninant in the corresporning temperature

variation all the way to the green line. For both, however, the G.I.C.

effect predouinates all the way to the green line when? = 5.2 min.,

approadcing the Brunt period.

The dotted curves in all the Figures on the right-hand side of the

green line correspond to evanescent waves with kz < 0 and thus a purely

iaginary kz. In this region one can no longer use the relatively simple

ey4pessi given by (3), (4), (13) and (14), which were derived for k• > 0

and real kz. Instead one has to work with the general polarization

relations given by Hines (1960).

Fron the above discussions, it is clear that comparatively small-scale G.W.

with horizontal phase velocities less than 40-50 m sed"1 may be considered

to be purely under the influence of G.I.C. expansion and compression (>

90%). This will allow us to make simple oonversions from the measremntnt

of tenperature fluctuations to height fluctuations. Thus,

To "TO H (

and using the usual values for y, H and To, we obtain the apprcoimate

conversion that a 10. variation in temperature corresponds approximately to

a height variation of i km. at 90-100 km altitude.
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This can be izmmdiately used for cmpzutuq the time averagad kinetic

energy density, K.E., given by

K.E. = 1/4 Po (1u12 + jw12 ) (18)

where w = vertical particle velocity. Using the continuity equation and

the Hines' dispersion relations one can show that (Appendix IV),

1 P[jIh (1 - ((,/wh)2 (v/c)2

K.E. 1- (v/c) (19)

For large-scr-le G.W. .where v -c , the denominator can be much less

than the nzmrator. This is especially true for long period G.W. 7hus,

the K.E. can then be much greater than 1/4 pdjgjht2 . For small-scale G.W.

(v<c), on the other hand, the K.E. is very aoarately given by:

K.E. 1/4 poglhl 2  (20)

It is interestin to rote that (20) is true irrespective of the

frequeny of the small-scale G.W. Since (20) is also the K.E. for the

natural Brunt cricillation of a parcel of air, we may conclude that the

total K.E. of small-scale G.W. at any frequency is equivalent to natural

vertical at r oscillations with the saiw vertical displacement.

Here, the G.I.C. approximation for the density, pressure and taqperature

variations are also good. Using (17), (20) acquires the form
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-. E. I •11• (_) 1 ýT12 = .875T-12 (20a)
4o -V-1iTo 4 -y-l To T

where Po = background pressure energy. Thus, a measurement of the

rotational tenPerature variation can immediately yield the total kinetic

energy density at any frequency for small-scale G.W. In fact, (19) shows

that the K.E. depends strongly on frequency only for large-scale G.W. where

V- C.

To summarize: (1) for small-scale G.W. (v < 45-50 m sec- 1 ), the K.E.

density is the same as that for natural atseri oscilat. and is

independent of wave frequency; (2) for any G.W. (arbitrary v/c), the K.E.

again becomes equal to natural atmospheric oscillations when• -- wb as

expected: (3) for large-scale G.W. (v/c - 1), the K.E. for the same

vertical displacent becae very large and, unlike the t' previ5us cass,

can also becume very strongly frequency dependent.

(IV) 6•lications

To specifically apply the above analyses, we apply them to tj.ree

specific sets of observed data: two sets involve G.W. parameters well

within the above mentioned limits for the validity of the purely G. I. C.

model; the other with parameters above the borderline. The first set were

data taken by Taylor and Hapgood (1988). The observed data include a G.W.

with a horizontal phase velocity of v - 21.7 m sec- 2 , a horizontal wave
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1ength of Ax - 26 km and a period r, 20 min. Using m 9.8 m sec-2 H,

6.56 kan, - - 1.4, fb = 5.1 min. (the Brunt period) and the speed of sound c

= 300 m /sec-1 , we find that if we esiploy the full expression given by

(10) with help fron the Hines' polarization and dispersion relations (Hines

1960), we obtain

"T 4.364 x 10-2 IhI (21)TO

where h is expessed in ka. Using tlua G.I.C. ation, we dobain

I T~I = ' (2-11 4.355 x 10-2 |hI (22)TO -, H

The error from using (22) is orly 0.2%.

The secd set wexe taken by Clairenidi', Hersh anr ?oreels (Claiz'idi et

al (1985)). They have measured waves with velocity v - 15.6 x seo-1 and a

period of 48 min. Me full teoperature fluctuation without ation

is given by

= 4.36 x 10- 2 1hl (23)

Czapared with the G.I.C. approximation given by (22), we have an err.or of

the order 0.1t.

The third set. of data were taken by Witt (1962). T7he G.W. had v -75

m sec° 1 , Ax - 50 )an and the rest of the parameters are the same as the

first data set. We obtain
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"T = 4.5 x 10-2 IhI (24)TO

The G.I.C. aproximation gives the same result as (22). Thus, the error

for this example is 3%. TIhe somewhat bigger error is understandable

because at 75 m sec-1 the horizontal phase velocity is somewhat above the

45-50 m secd- upper limit that we mentioned earlier as the safe limit.

(i.e. v/c - 15-20%). Actually for this exaple there is considerable

interference between the two terms on the R.H.S. of (10).

(V) Conclusi

7he present note seem to show that for small-scale G.W. (say v/c <

18%), the G.I.C. a sro ticon is very good to above 95% in temperature and

density flutuations. The a proximaticn appears to be applicable to much

of the observed mid-altitude airgiow data. Quick estimates of and sinple

fonrulas for G.W. parameters such as height variations aid kinetic ene-zgy

density may be Immediately obtained fro mOasuremen of t xat-re

variations.
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Fiure cagtior§

Fig. 1 a plot of the induced density variation due to the gravitational

(red) and the acoustic coxpressions (black) as a function of v/c for wave

periods > 20 min.

Fig. 2,3,4 plots of the induced density variation due to the gravitational

(red) and the aoxustic compressious (black) as a function of v/c for wave

periods =10 , 6.4 , 5.2 mirn. respectively.

Fig. 5 a plot of the indioed tanperature variation due to the

gravita~tinal (red) and the acoustic cmcressicns (black) as a function of.

v/c for wave periods > 30 min.

Fig. 6,7,8 plots of the izukae taperature variation due to the

gravitational (red) and the acoustic cmpressions (black) as a function -of

V/C for wave periods - 10, 6.4, 5.2 min. respectively.

Fig. 9 a plot of the ratio of the kinetic energy density to the bac)ar•j

pressre as a function of v/c for wave periods of, 20, 10, 6.4 5.2 min..
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•x I

We can derive equation (2) by using the usual expression for Ap/po,

(Hines (1960)), given by

A_. - ( w2 k, + i[( 7 - - 1)g4 - 1 2  f (Al)
PO

where f c, i/2H 1(wt-k.r)

We eliminate w by using = kxv and substitute in -for the.scale.beight

H = c2/-,g to obtain,

-(kxJCzV
2 + ikjc2[(-li)1 - 2]f(')PO " H

P0 '~H r*)f (n 2A

Introducing the vertical displaoement field,

h w,y = i4j2(l1 - (Y) 2 f '(A4)

we get ~ (1-')D1'+ k.2v 2 [kz - i(l - )S,]f (5

Finally, we use u - )k.c2v [kC - i(l - 7/2)q/c 2 ]if to obtain

Z 1-)D+uv (M)

"which id exactly equation (2).

Frm now on we cxnmider only k4>O, (i.e. kz real). Tio obtain equation

(3), we note (using (A•)),

J.~.aJ. (L1)1.3J.-1(-1)kjg~l - (Y)2] If I
Po 7 H

( ( - 1,2 IfI (A7)
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Using (Al), elimin•ting kx and g, and subititing in, -- (1-y/2)g/tc 2

we obtain

:k• + ((L )•(• -1) + ] 2 )1/2. 2 Ifl (AS)
Po

Using the dispersion relation (Hines, 1960), and lettin g = c2/v 2 -1, we

have

, -= -- ;7- -2 (Ag)

where ,72 =

TIhus, 7.1
JapI . " "H
lAP, I_ C + (')1-1)212 + E2 (1-1) 1/+ U ,7Hjj} '/2

( 2 H ]1/2 '(AlO)= [• -. ,> [ )12c_ (1-) (2-.•

Using - (-l)g 2/c 2  and divi•ing it from the nmmrator and

the denominator, we obtain

Ip [- /b + (y-) + (--2) ]1/2

so. (-) ((-(vlc) 2 ) )'(All)
IAPl (I- - (W/b)' (v/c)'

which is equation (3).

TO cmplta It&cI/l'a I, we note

AE u, m vw--'
PO c 2~ F (A12)

where, again, we use the polarization relation for u (Hines (1960)).

Substituting for v,

Apo p v/C2 [-kxC2 (kz + iq))f (A3)
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so k3j + 92.12(A14)

lpI kZI + (-(y-1) /-y) (1/)f +qI

where we have used (AS) and (A13).

Usirq (M9) we obtain:

lap~~~ 1 2) + -1.+1]

+((-/y(/)'+ 2(7-f1)ij/7 H

so~-) (c.j/wb) (v/c)(/c, (AI5)

wh&ich~ is equationa (4).

F'roz (10) - writ.

(- (-i)(v/c 2(wk,.C 2 (-z + iq)l iýcý(V/c) 2 (C2 / 2  1)')f (A16)

where we have used (M4) &(A3). Thus,

ATT (7-1-)k.v 2 (kz + i*7 g /c 2 (C2 / 2  1)]j f

TinPO (see (12),), we obtain by using (A7)

IaTI (-y-1))jv2 (Ckj + (,7 (/c2')c)2]1/2(A)

Using again the dispersion relation for ki, we obtain

(w1 -('C)/ + '
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i-(V/C) 2 1 /2- i_(.'V)/g2

soAI = i- (- /b) 21/2 (A18)
IATI 1 Cy-)(JJb VC

which is equation (13).

Equation (14) may be similarly obtained. The der"Ainator is the sare

as (13) as expected, hut the numerator is given by I(i-1)uv/c 2 i whiich is

identical to (4) except for the L•diticnal (7-1) factor.

The K.E. density is given by:

K.E. - 1/4 po (jul 2 + Iwl 2 ) (A19)

Frx= Hines (1960) and the definition of ,we may write

U - Wkxc 2 (kz + iq ] f (A20)

W - kJC2 (1 - (V/C) 2 ]f (A21)

so ki + q/2
lul 2  - I l

k2(1- (v/c)2 ) 2

Fran the disperison relation

(-z) 2 tL7 2 (Y) WLZ"kx W W2

arnd
ULI (Y) 2

2~ ~ ~~~/ 22 (Ui4s~l
Hence, lu12 + I (1 - (v/c)1) (A22)

Th total KE. then bomes:
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K.. pcwlht2 1. L Lz.IjL 2 V/c 2 1
4E = 1 [ (v/c)]6 (A23)

Obviazsly (A23) is eqtlation (19).
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Abstract

The question of whether a linear gravity wave will give rise to
nonlinear effects in ground-based airglow observations is important.
for the proper interpretation of gravity wave dynamics. In this
paper, we obtain a closed form solution for the integrated airglow
response to a linear gravity wave, containing all the higher-order
nonlinear response terms. A comparison is made to the linear
response, and the higher orders are seen to be significant. In
addition, the' wave-induced airglow intensity fluctuations are shown
to. be much greater than the corresponding major species density
fluctuations.
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1. Introduction

Ground-based airglow observations have often been used for

studying middle and upper atmospheric dynamics. The common

assumption has been that the airglow intensity (or "brightness")
fluctuations correspond directly to atmospheric disturbances.

However, if the airglow response is nonlinear, many of the airglow
power spectrum peaks may be due to the nonlinearity of the airglow.
response, rather than an indication of the actual dynamic behavior of
the atmosphere as a whole. This paper deals primarily with the
purely dynamical effects of a linear gravity wave on airglow as
observed by ground-based equipment. We ignore, as have other
authors, photochemistry, quenching, and molecular/eddy diffusion
on the time scale of the wave period.

Minor species involved in airglow reactions often have a layered
structure, i.e. a sharply peaked unperturbed density profile, with a
very steep vertical gradient just below the peak. As a consequence,
it has been realized for some time that the fluctuation of the minor
constituent's density, induced by a linear gravity wave, can be very
large at a point where its unperturbed gradient is steep. For
example, a linear gravity wave which produces a 10% density
fluctuation in the major species may induce a 50-100% density
fluctuation in the minor species at the same point. Thus, the local
response of the miror species at particular height levels may not be
amenable to a linear treatment.

Weinstock (1978) computed the first-order, linear airglow
response and the unperturbed background airglow for O 2 (0Z+9)
emissions. He also attempted to calculate the nonlinear response.
Hines and Tarasick (1987) (hereafter, HT87) have recently
questioned the necessity of invoking the higher-order nonlinear
response terms produced by the steep gradient. They have reasoned

that, while the L[cal. response may be nonlinear, the njjtgrated
response as measured from the ground should be linear, since the
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effect of the large density gradient can be removed by the
integration. They ha.c demonstrated this by means ol" a
transformation from the Eulerian to the semi-Lagrangian frame, in
which the air parcels in motion due to the gravity wave are mapped

back to their original resting positions (before the onset of the
gravity wave). This is a very important result, since it permits, if
true, a great Simplification in calculating the column-integrated
response of airglow to a gravity wave. Radar or resona.ice lidar
which measures the local response of a minor must ••otesd
with nonlinearities associated with steep gra!--.ts, leading' to
harmonics not present in the original wzae pe'turbation; on the
other hand, passive instruments such cs pY,;o.neterrs and
radiometers, which measure total column [riihtresN. effectively
filter out such nonlinear responses.

In this paper we reexamine' the h-,l;,,-,)rder nonlinear terms in
the semi-Lagrangian formulation of W."7 (for convenience "semi"
will be dropped for the remainder or tOe paper). We propose to
show that whilst t;z steep ve.fir:: lensity grzdient of the nminor
species no lo:ger shows ur "li n . Lagrangian system, the higher-
order response terms mA.zs iinpvrtart. TIhis is because a new
nonlinearity is introduce'd ti tn.., Lagtangian transformation itself.

In general, an atnospheric field variable ('or example, pressure,
or density) which is linear in itW &-er...nce on velocity at a fixed
point (in Eulerian coordifnates) m-., le iconlinear along a Lagrangian
trajectory passing through that pr:r:t For example, while the density
may fluctuate with a sma!S fryliture at a fixed point, along a
trajectory' passing through zhat po;np it may fluctuate with a much
larger amplitude, oue in part to the large variation in background
density and pressure' experienced during vertical motion. By a
simple extension of the procedure in HT87, it is possible to obtain the
total airglow response' to a general gravity wave in closed form,
which can then be bused to quantitatively demonstrate the

importance of the higher-order nonlinear response terms.'
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It is tempting to think that the large ronlinear response in the

Lagrangian frame is due implicitly to the steep density gradient in

the Eulerian frame. However, we have not beet! able to show this

explicitly. Nevertheless, we believe it is worthwhile to point out that

the nonlinear response can be shown to be large, whatever frame is

chosen for the calculation.

2. Airglow Intensity Fluctuations

Since we focus on purely dynamical effects which are largely

independent cf the particular radiator, we will discuss solely the

02(7-*g) emission considered by Weinstock and by HT87. We ignore

quenching and all other losses except radiative loss. We assume, for

the sake of discussion, that this state is produced and destroyed

solely through the reactions

0 + 0 + M -L. 0 2(Z*s) + M

O2(Z)-+ 0 2 + hv,

where M denotes the major species, 0 is a minor species with a

layered structure in the atmospheric regicn of interest (lower

thermosphere and upper mesosphere) and k is the'reaction' rate. 0 is

assumed to be a passive tracer of the atmospheric motions. The local

intensity will be given by

1 -k n 2 N (1).

Here n (N) is' the minor (major) species' number density. The reaction4

rate k is known to be temperature-dependent, but again, for the sake

of clarity and brevity, we will take it to be constant.

If we separa:e the number densities into an unperturbed part

and a wave induced fluctuation

n(xy,z,t) : no(z) + n'(x,yzt)
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N(x,y,z,t) = No(z) + N'(x,y,z,t)

the volume emission rate profile, I, upon linearization, is given by

I -k n2No 1 +2 n.o + N'(2).

However, as mentioned in section 1, the minor species number
density, n, may require a nonlinear treatment even though the wave

itself, carried by N, is linear. One method (Isler et al., 1988) is to

solve for n order by order via a perturbation expansion in the

velocity field, and so obtain nI, n2, n3 and so forth. This allows one to

calculate I to any order in the velocity field and thus obtain the

column-integrated brightness

B=jId (3)

to any order in the velocity field. The results show that the higher-
order terms are important and do not cancel.

HT87 maintained that the dynamical nonlinearities in i, which are
local, are not present in B, which is height-integrated. To show this,
they made two assumptions: (i) that n/N is 'conserved exactly along
a parcel's trajectory and (ii) that the essentially nonlinear
transformation from Eulenan to semi-Lagrangian coordinates can be
adequately represented by a first-order Taylor expansion, given the
linearity of the gravity wave carried by the major species. As to the
first assumption, along a Lagrangian trajectory the continuity
equations can be written

IldN
N dt (4)

ft d n- L(5),ndt n,

where V (Vmiw) is the velocity of the major (minor) species and P

and L are the production rate and loss frequency for the minor
species. This implies
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r•L .(6).

Thus, the first assumption is correct if production and loss processes
are negligible over gravity wave time scales and, ih addition, the two
species have the same velocity fields at all times. But the former is
only true for some airglow reactions (see, for example, Walterscheid
et al., 1987), while the latter ignores the diffusion velocity of the
rrminor species, ipherent in any hydrostatically unstable density

profile, Such as a layered structure. The effects of such diffusion ar,

not negligible during the transient onset of the gravity wave, nor

during some fraction of each gravity wave period when the wave
amplitude is small. However, for the remainder of this paper, we
will ignore these effects of diffusion and chemistry and like HT87
allow that the mixing ratio is conserved along a traj-ctory. We turn
now to the second assumption, namely, the linearization of the
Lagrangian transformation.

3. Lagrangian Formulation

A. The Exact Solution

We beginr by writing the' coupled set of equations expressi:;g mass
and momentum conservation and the adiabatic equation of state for
the major species in the' Eultrian syst m (using

D/Dt =d/at+.V):

I DN
N Dt (7)

D• I
N-M =--Vp+Ni (•)
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I Dp=C2DN
m, Dt Dt ()

where m is the mean molecular ;ass, , is the acceleration due to

gravity and c is the speed of sound. Here, the only assumptions
made arc that m is constant and that the diss;ipative loss terms
representing kinetic -viscosity and heat conduction are negligible.
These assumptions are generally valid in the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere, where the O2(lE+g) airglow and other important
airglow emissions originate. Since the momentum transferred to the
minor species is overwhelmingly dominated by collisions with the
major species and since we neglect chemistry and diffusion, the

minor species may be assumed to have the same velocity and

acceleration fields as the major species, so that VII, =V, and the

continuity equation for the minor species reduces to

D'_=-V (10).
nDt

With no further assumptions, we can in principle solve equations
(7)-(9) for the exact 9 in the original Eulerian system. This allows us
to transform the continuity equations, (7) and (10), using this 9 into
the Lagrangian system. Thus,

I dN
N dt =-. (11)N dt

I dn -- -- =-V. •(12).
n dt

We next integrate these equations along the trajectory of a fluid
parcel, from time t = 0, before the gravity wave arrives when the
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parcel is at rest at z = 4, to time t, when the parcel is moving with

velocity •. We obtain

N = o(~)xP(J V dt')(31) (13)

n((14).

Equations (13) and (14) are a direct consequence of the mass

conservation equations, (11) and (12). Obviously,

n no(_')

and the mixing ratio is conserved along the trajectory. The

exponential term in these expressions is the Jacobian of the
transformation from Lagrangian to Eulerian coordinates [see, e.g.,
Dutton (1986)], in agreement with the usual form in which the
Lagrangian continuity equation is written,

N= i No.

Clearly, the Jacobian in equations (13) a"'• (14) is nonlinear in v in

general.

The Eulerian luminosity profile, IE= k nE2 NE (where, in the future,
the subscripts E and L will denote the Euleian and Lagrangian
systems, respectively), can then be transformed to the Lagrangian
system as follows:

knN nI o(0 N(15 a)

nLn(O{ (lSb)
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where the same expression for the conservation ef the mixing ratio
yields the two alternate forms (15a) and (15b)- Using either form for

IL, the integrated brightness, BL, is given by

BLfk,().()xp-fV-M cd (16).

The factor after the exponential term is the Eulerian dz transformed
to Lagrangian coordinates, using z - • + h, where h is the vertical
component of the parcel trajectory. In equation (16) and from now
on, we assume that the horizontal fluid displacement is small
compared to the horizontal wavelength. We are then justified in
considering only the Vertical trajectory. This was implicitly assumed
by HT87.

This is the total integrated airglow response to a general gravity
wave velocity field for the three-body reaction considered,
neglecting only the effects of diffusion and chemistry. Note that, of
course,' the column-integrated brightness, being a real physical
quantity, should be independent of the coordinate system used, so
that BL = BE , where BE is the Eulerian brightness integral. However,
since the transformation from Eulerian to Lagrangian coordinates is
nonlinear in V, one cannot assume that, in a series expansion in 1, BL
will be equal to BE term by term.

B. Approximation Schemes

We begin by making two observations. First, from equations
(13) and (14) it is obvious that, along a trajectory, n and N vary as
complicated functions of the trajectory. For a monochromatic simple
harmonic trajectory with frequency 0, n and N are periodic with
fundamental frequency co and all the higher harmonics. The question
is: Under what conditions are the higher-order harmonics negligible?
Second, we note that any' approximation scheme may violate some

conservation principle. Actually,. in this contcxt, there are only two
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basic conservation laws involved, namely the mass conservation of
the minor and of the major species. From them, one can deduce the
conservation of the mixing ratio. However, the converse is not true;
the conservation of the mixing ratio does not imply. that the species
densities are each individually conserved. In HT87 the conservation
of the mixing rat'o was initially assumed. As a result, their
subsequent Lagrangian linearization of the major species
automatically forced the linearization of the minor species.

Before we consider t'e effect of linear gravity waves we consider
a hypothetical wind or wave velocity, V, which is cxactly known and
is caiiied by the major species. Once again, we neglect chemistry
and diffusion and assume that , = so that the behavior of the

minor species is determined completely by (10).

We introduce a dimensionless parameter X and let V-+2VC• so that
the magnitude of the velocity can be adjusted by varying X..
Substituting ;0 in (10), transforming into the Lagrangian system and
integrating along the trajectory of a fluid parcel, we obtain

n = n.(f)ex{-a V d(7
0 (17),

where • is the vertical coordinate, of the parcel before the wind or,

wave arrives at time t =0.

Since ý is known exactly, n from (17) is a power series in X.
Clearly if X is -chosen small enough, we need only keep the first-order
term in X. If X is large, on the other 'hand, we need to. use many
terms, or even the entire series which is sumnable in closed form.
Thus for a given wind or wave velocity, U•, the Lagrangian density
response is highly nonlinear in X..
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In the case of gravity waves we expand the dynamical variables
of equations (7)-(9) in a power series in a dimensionless parameter X
(X here does not mean quite the same thing as before). Thus,

p=po P. + A+p2+ .....
N =No+AN +2N 2+ ..... (18)

V = ;W, + X"72€ ......

where we have assumed that the velocity is entirely wave-induced
(no prevailing wir.d), nd. f'or convenience, we choose the coordinate

system so that V=(u,O,w). Substituting this expansion into the
dynamical equations and solving them to first order in A. give, the
well-known expressions of Hines (1960) for 7,, Pl, and N1 . Soiving

the equations to X2 giVes '2, P2, and N2 in terms of products of first-
order terms. For example, Q2 would be a linear combination of NipI,

NIV1, 1 2etc.. Fcor juj<<vpm, where vp, is the horzontal phase trace

speed, o/kx, one finds (Fritts, 1984),

A 'l21 << V1
(19).

Here we can see that the power series expansion in X given by the

third line of (18) is an expa' sion for the major species velocity which
has to satisfy the hydrodynamic equations, with major species
background density, pressure, etc.. ý The expansion in X given by (17)
is an expansion in velocity 'or the nMinor species density which needs

to satisfy only the continuit equation for the minor sipecies, 'with a
minor species background. The two are very different expansions
and would not in general co verge at the same rate.

Through ('19) and the ntinuity equation for the major species it
is easy to show that

A2JV. 42I « ).V. (20).

Thus, using = A- + 2 +2 ..... , equation (17.• becomes
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f= n,() l[exp -• f(V-. )dth"

,,=' L " *
- n.(){ .p- .')d exp ... exp ...

- no(){L - AJ(V. 9)dt'+ 2 (V.-)dt"

(21).

In the second line of (21), we see that for eaah .r£er of velocity
perturbation, (', '2, etc.), the response of the minor species is in the
form of an exponential function of that particular order: a very
nonlinear response. In this paper we shall discard all the terms of
O(.2) and higher in the exponent of the second line of (21), leaving
only the exponential response to a strictly linearized gravity wave,
i.e. v =Ui1. The same approximation was made by Gardner and
Shelton (1985) when they also considered the nonlinear responoc to
a linear gravity wave.

To see that there cani be no cancellation between the higher-
order tsms in the nonlinear response to X9,, and a corresponding
higher-order term in the expansion of V such as X292, we consider
the third lini in (2.1). Of the two - terms on die right-hand side of
(21) the first belongs to a series expansion of (17), t~e second
belongs to the velocity expansion in (18), and, as already mentioned,
the two series do nnt converge at the same rate. Furthermore, 9 and
v2 are linearly independent so that there is no way (for arbitrary
time t) that the two )L2 terms can cancel. Indeed, owing to the
oscillatory nature of '2 a•,d the fact that the term involving 9, is
always positive, there are times when the two terms would reinforce
rather than partially cancel. Whilst for the larger gravity waves v 2

may well be important, for this paper we shall only be concerned
with a .lpcar gravity wave, i.e. 9=;W, and as in the case of small
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magnittde winds we shall consider the nonlinear response to a linear
velocity perturbation (bearing in mind that the nonlinear respontse
cannot in general be cancelled by higher-order terms such as V2).

Our numerical results seem to show that the higher-order corrctions
in the expansion of (17), even for a gravity wave with a very modest

amplitude (say a 4% fluctuation in the major species density, which
should allow (20) to be valid), the nonlinear response of the airglow
is important (see Table 1). From now on we shall omit writing X..

It is customary in the Hines linear gravity wave model to replace
the real fields , PI and N1 by complex fields to take advantage of
the simplicity of the aigebra in the complex notation. This is
permnissible because only linear transformations are carried out on
the variables. It is tacitly understood that the real part is to be
taken at the end of the calculation. On the other hand, when
nonlineer !ransformations are carried out, as in the present case,
greater care is required to ensure that only real -quantities are used
in nonlinear transformations. As an example, we note that, in

squaring a sinusoidai field,

Cos 2 Ot PRe e2ll'

The right member cerrectly yields the second harmonic term, cos2cot,
in cos2 , but, completely misses the dc term. In our case, while, we
choose to keep the linear field varipbles V1, Pi and N1, complex, so
that the usual linear theory may be applied, we also. make sure to
teke the real part of the field variables 'that appear either in an
exponent or in a product of' terms.

In the linear theory, we have V1 did/t insad of Vl =DDd 1/Dt,

where da is the Eulerian displacement fi .ld (we keep only the linear

terms in the Eulerian system; significant effects such as the Stokes

drift (Coy et al., 1986) have been neglected). Thus, when the 'velocity
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divergence is evaluated in the Eulerian frame prior to the Lagrangian

transformation, we may set

d(V.d,) (22).V-V1  dt

Since, unlike the major species, the minor species obeys gRqb. the

continuity equation (10), with 9=91, we transform this equation to

the Lagrangian system exactly, keeping all orders in VI. Later, we

will investigate the magnitudes of the higher-order terms introduced

by this transformation. Thus, using (14) and (22), after transforming

to the Lagrangian system, we may write

nL n.(s)exP(-Ref d " ')

= n,(C')ex4Re(-V. -d, + V.dll,.o)
= no(C)exp[Re (V. ,)] (23),

where in the second step we have used th,: fact that all integrations

are partial integrations, and in the last step we have, as stated,
neglected any effects of the initial diffusion velocity so that at t = 0,

taken to be before the onset of the gravity wave, d1 =0 for all x, y

and z. At time t, we have assumed that the gravity wave has

reached a steady asymptotic state with a monochromatic velocity

field so that •, = ilod,. The exact conservation of the mixing ratio then

implies

NL =N.(C)exp[Re(j V -71 )J (24).

With these expressionis, we have the exact conservation of each

species and of the mixing ratPo. The column-integrated brightness of

equation (16) becomes
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BL3 k = n N, ()exp[Re(3' ) - Re(6 *)]d" (251.
0

The factor after the exponential reflects the fact that h(z,t), in steady
state, is a simple harmonic vertical trajectory.

It is important to stress again a: this point that N2 - may be
significant even though N2E is negligible, and this is due to the
nonlinearity, of the transformation relating them. In fact, while NL
and NE both refer to the major species, they are actually quite
different physically; NL being the density of one air parcel along its
'trajectory is affected by background variati,'ns over a cycle, while NE
is the density of a succession of air par cls passing through a fixed
point where the ,background is fi~ed. So there is no reason to expect
NL and Nd to be the same. or even to ccnverge at the same rate in a
perturbation expansion. As evident in equation (24). following a

closed, simple harmonic trajectory, NL=NL(d,t)=NL(-* 1 ,t) is in
general nonlinear in -7, even though at ,iy fixed point NE may be
linear *in Vi. Again, the reason is the transformation from the
Eulerian to the Lagrangian system, that is, the Jacobian given by' the
exponential in equution (24) is nonlinear in V1.

This transformation wa.• linearized by HTS7 who transformed NI E
(which is already linear in ,) to the Lagrangian system via a
lipearized transformation, or a firstorder Taylor expansion. Thus,
according to HT87.
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• N. ~~~+ N1, -• N.(z(•~,t)) +Nt((tt

N .(C + hl) + NFE(C+ hi, t)

S• -N.JO +-dN" h, + N•,E(C) + O(q,2)

uiN i dN w 2)

N (26)

where the first two lines are nonlinear in 9,, while the last three are

linearized. In going fiom the third line to the fourth line, the frrst-

order Eulerian continuity equation for a sinusoidal wave,

ioN1, -- NOV.•, -wdNo dr (27)

has been used.

So far as we can see, the rationale behind this linearization is that
if NE is linear, then NL, being still the major species, should also be
used in its linearized form. However, NE at a fixed point is a
4ftjL function of ; from NL which follows a trajectory through

the same fixed point. In general if gV) and f(f) are two arbitrory

functions related by a transformation nonlinear in 9, the fact that
g(ý) can be accurately linearized, does n=t ensure that f(7) can alho
be accurately linearized. Hence, in our case, the linearity of NL does

not follow from the linearity of NE.

It is clear that equation (26) is the same as the first-order term of

equation (24), as it should be. If we adopt this form for NL.
conservation of the mixing ratio would force nL to acquire the same

form. We then have the peculiar case of an exact coinservation in the

miXing ,utio, whle each species is conserved only to first order; a
point we have mentioned earlier. In addiiion, if we now write

equation (25) to first oder in •, we obtain
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BL =Jkn, 2(CN 0(O)l+') de (28).
0

This is just the expression for B given by equation (20) of HT87 (with
a=l, 0=2, A=O). (As remar'ked in HT87, this expression may also be
obtained directly from the linearized Eulerian equation (2), after an
integration by parts). T'he linearization of the coordinate
transformation, called a Lagrangian linearization by HT87, has
guaranteed a linear response for B.

To summarize this scfidn, HT87 asurwed that NIE, witiag A
solution, to the linearized Eulerian hydrodynamic equatiors, could be
transformed linearly to the Lagrangian system with no loss of
accuracy. Then, through the constancy of the mixing ratio, (15-) was
employed to express IL in terms of NIL, which upon further
lirearization gave equation (28). We, in contrast, use (15b), which is
just as valid as (15a), to express IL in terms of nL. Since nE satisfies
a siogle equation (the continuity equation) exactly, in the Lagrangian
system the solution nL must satisfy ecua:ion (23). Wi:h "he

constancy of the mixing ratio we obtain equation (25). If the
transformation can be accurately linearized, as HT87 assumed, there
should be no significant difference between using either equation
(25) or (28). We now explicitly calculate the higher-order
Lagrangian terms, to determine if thit is true.

4. Importance of the Higher Order Terms

To first order in 71 in the Eulerian system, using the polarization
relations of Hines (1960). one can show (Makhlouf et al., 1989)

N& y -l) (29).
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Here, y is the ratio of specific heats and H is the atmospheric derisity

scale height. Combining this with the first-order continuity equation,

equation (27). we have

iwN
waH N,

H yH c .

Thus, to first order in Q, in the Lagrangian system, using equation
(24),

N,, - . (30).
N. M yH c2

For the small scale waves (Vpht << c), often found in middle

atmosphere airglow, 'we may neglect the second term on the right-

hand sides of (29) and (30) and oban

No y-I N, N.

where we have used y = 1.4. This demonstrates that the Lagrangian

density fluctuation is I.-xfer thon the Eulerian by a factor of 2.I. For

larger' scale waves, the relation is no so simple, but the. Lagrangian

density fluctuation remains on averige significantly grevter than the

Eulerian density fluctuation. So, in an obvious expaniion of IL., the

integrand of equation (25), we write

1 L = l+ + -11 + 0(;]
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I+ {+Re(± VA),+.[Re( V41 )+O0(ý,3)} 3)

(3)

Then, we oir. from equations (30) and (31)

1W'[= 3t = 7.5Il (33)
.N. N.

* N 4. 28. N1 (34)

or, dividing equation (34) by equation (33)

112Iz= 1.51W =3,75NId] (35).
I'ILI N, N.

First of all, we notice from (33) that the first-order luminosity
fluctuation in the Lagrangian system is 7.5 times the Eulerian major
species density fluctuation: a 10% major species density fluctuation
can produce a 75% brightness fluctuation. This is very similar to the
purely Eulerian computations in which the first-order brightness

fluctuation ca" be very large whilst the major species density
fluctuation is only modest. Notice that this factor 7.5 is a product Of
two factors: a factor of 2.5 from equation (31). which shows that the
first-order density fluctuation at a fixed point is only 40% of the

* fluctuation along a trajectory passing through that point; and a factor,
3, which reflects the conservation of the mixing ratio along a
trajectory, coupled with *he ab•sumption that the airglow in question
is produced by a three-body reaction.
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Secondly, we note that for a 10% Eulerian density fluctuation the

second-order intensity fluctuation is 37.5% of the first order, and

28.1% of the backgrcund -- clearly not insignificant. This agrees witi

the purely Eulerian calculations (Isler et al., 1988), in which the

higher orders are also seen to be important. Table i shows the first-

and second-order intensity fluctuations in the Lagrangian system

against given Euleridn major species density fluctuatiovs. We see in
all cases that the s.•aond-or'der inzensity fluctuation i4 greater than

the firtiL-order density fluctuation.

I N. I. I tln. I

4% 30% 15% 4.5%

6% 45% 22.5% 10.1%

8% 60% 30% 18%
10% 75% 37.5% 28.1%

Finally, while the two points mentioned above deal with local

intensities and densities, the integrated brightness w,' -h is being

measured will have the same numerical factors, and would hence be

expected to remain important. We can convince ourselves of the

importance of the nonlinear response terms by looking at the column

brightness. In Fig. 1-4, we have used the lines gra"ity wave model

which satisfies the rigid surface giound boundary condition. The

unperturbed density profiles (0, N2. etc.) were taken from the U. S.
Standard Atmosphere (1976). Two types of diagrams have been

plotted. One (Figures I and 4) deals with the variation of brightness

as a function of horizontal phase trace speed, Vphx. at a fixed time

and period. Oscillations occur because of the varying wavelengths

produced by varying Vphx and the fact that the ground boundary

condition ensures that all waves begin with the same phase. The

second type of figure (Figures 2 and 3) illustrates thc variation in

brightness versus time at fixed Vphn..
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Here we should mention ibat we assume the background to be
approximately uniform so far as the gravity wave is concerned all
the way up to and including the airglow region under discussion.
The general gravity wave in the airglow region can then be a linear
combination of an upwardly travelling Hines gravity wave and a
vertically stationary non-evanescent Hlines gravity wave. The latter
provides for the large downward reflection from the sudden
temperature rise at the base of the thermosphere for larger scale
waves. For smaller scale waves there can sometimes be significant
downward reflection from critical laye.r regions in the actual
atmosphere (He et al., 1990). Since the printary purpose of the
present paper is to demonstrate the importance of nonlinear airglow
response, even for relatively small amplitude gravity waves, we use
only the' Hines gravity wave satisfying the rigid surface boundary
condition; in the Eulerian -system a perturbation expansion for this
particular type of wave does not require renormalization and is
therefore simpler to use.

In Fig.l, we show a plot of the first-order Lagrangian and first-
order Eulerian brightness terms (which are the same, of course,
because of the relation via integration by parts referred to above) at
a fixed time but for differep.t horizontal phase trace speeds, for a'
two-hour period gravity wavre: that induces a 5% major species
density fluctuation at 97 km. In the same figure we have also
plotted the second-order Lagrangian (dashed line) and second-order

Eulerian (dotted line) terms. Clearly both are significant for ai
horizontal phafe trace speeds. In Fig.2 we plot the first and second,

.order terms for a fixed vphx 1 350 m/s as a function 'of time. where
the maximum density fluctuation of the major species is again set to

5% at 97 km'.

Fig. 3a-e show a' comparison of the total Lagrangian brightness
(equation (25), crosses), as 2 function of time, and the sum of the
first three perturbation terms in t e Rulerian brightness (dotted
lines) 5.s well as the first-order brightness (equation" (28), solid lines),
using thc same parameters as Fig. 2. Each figure is drawn for a
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different fractional rn-jor species density fluctuation at 97 km,

beginning with 7.5% in Figs. 3a through 5%, 3,75%, 2.5% and ending

with 0.5% for Fig. 3e. As can be seen, the nonlincar response,

producing -i cusp aw the waveform crest and a flattening of the wave

trough, is very important for the 7.5% case, and almost completely

absent for 0.5%. Figs. 4a-e show the brightness response at a fixed

time but for different horizontal phase trace speeds; 'tie importance

of the higher orders is clear.
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.5. Conclusib n

The question of whether a iinear gravity wave will give rise to
higher-order harmonics of the basic gravity wave frequency in

ground-based observations of airglow brightness fluctuations is
important for the investigation of atmospheric dynamics, espesiaily
with regard to the proper interpretation of the power spectra of

airglow data. That such harmonics are significant has beci shown to
be the case when they are calculated in the Eulerian and in the

Lagrangian frames.

The net consequence of all this is that one would expect the
frequent occurrence of higher-order harmonics in the power spectra
of airglow brightness fluctuations. The results presented here may
be tested by the simultaneous measurement of ground-based
brightness fluctuations and local major species density fluctuations
via radar or lidar or in situ instruments. Such an experiment could
determine whether higher harmonics present in the nonlinear
airglow response are in fact absent from the actual gravity wave
fields.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Comparison of the second-order Eulerian and Lagrangian
integrated brightness (with a second-order dc offset omitted) to the
first-order integrated brightness (eqn. (28)), at a fixed time for a two
hour period wave over a raage of horizontal phase trace speeds
(Vphx). The fractional major species density fluctuation (NIE/No) at
97 km has been set to 5%. The vertical scaie is given in arbitrary

units.

Figure 2. The same as in Figure 1, but for a fixed vphx of 150 mis,
plotted as a funciion of time. The fractional major species density
fluctuation at 97 km has been set to 5%. The vertical scale is given in
arbitrary units.

Figure 3. Comparison of the sum of the first three orders (including
the dc offset) of the integrated brighkness in the Eulerian system and
the total Lagrangian integrated brightness (eqn. (25)) to the first-
order integrated brightness (eqn. (28)), for a two-hour period wave
with a horizontal phase trace speed of 150 mls. The fractional major

species density fluctuation at 97 km is 7.5% in Fig. 3a, 5% in Fig. 3b,
3.75% in Fig. 3c, 2.5% in Fig. 3d and 0.5% in Fig. 3e. The vertical scale
is given in arbitrary units.

Figure 4. The same as in Figure 3, but at a fixed time and over a
range of horizontal phase trace speeds. The vertical scale is given in

arbitrary units.
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Abstract

The local fluctuations of a minor atmospheric species concentration caused by

linear gravity wave motions can be nonlinear if the minor species density gradient

is sufficently steep. To treat such a case, a method is outlined by which it is

possible' to calculate the minor species response to any order in the linear gravity

wave. Calculations to third order over a wide range of wave parameters show that

the nonlinear effects can be substantial. As a result, care must be taken when

analysing data from minor species fluctuations, so that frequencies due solely to

the nonlinear nature of the minor species response are not attributed to gravity

waves.
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1. Introduction

The study of gravity waves in the middle and upper at.rmosphere has relied

from its beginning upon the detection of the motic~n of minor atmospheric con-

stituents. Early examples include defor-nations of meteor trails and radio echoes

from ionospheric layers-, v+ile more recently many observations have been made of

airglow intcnsity fluctuations and resonance lidar backscatter,fluctuations.

Many of the minor constituents of the atmosphere are distributed in layers

which are sharply peaked. The atomic sodium layer, for example, is concentrated

around 90 km in a layer which has on average a half-width much less than the

atmospheric scale height. Because of such background structures, small-amplitude

(i.e. linear) gravity waves can induce local fluctuations of much larger amplitude in

a minor species concentration. Modelling the response of minor atmospheric species

to gravity wave perturbations has been carried out by many investigators (Thome,

1968; Porter and Tuan, 1974; Chiu and Ching, 1978; Weinstock, 1978; Gardner and

Shelton, 1985; Molina et al., 1985; Walterscheid, et al., 1987; Hines and Tarasick,

1987; Hickey, 1988; Tarasick and Shepard, 1989). With the exception of Weinstock

(1978) and Gardner and Shelton (1985), previous studies have focused on the linear

response. The present work develops a perturbation expansion approach that' can

be used to model the nonlinear response of neutral minor species to linear gravity

waves. The approach taken is Eulerian. so that the method has direct application

to measurements made at a fixed height. It is apparent that with the inherent

reliance of so many remote sensing technologies (ionosondes, airglow photometers,

radars, lidars) on the detection of minor species motions, a clear understanding

of the response of minor atmospheric layers to linear gravity waves is essential for
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the proper interpretation of such data, particularly when the data are spectrally

Wnalysed.

The -,resent paper confines itself to the treatment of the local minor species

respon•e, as measured at a given height by active inst-uments such as radars or res-

onance idars. A companion paper addresses the minor species response integrated

along a [Ine-of-sight, as measured by passive instrurmnts such as ground-based

photometer-

Section 2 displays the origin of the nonlinear dynamical response of minor

species with sharply peaked profiles. Section 3 develops the pertu:bation- expansion

method in general, and in section 4 it is used to :alculate higher-order terms in the

minor species dynamical response over a broad range of wave parameters as well

as for an illustrative specific case. Conclusions are presented in section 5.
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2. •',"arnical Nonlinearity

I. near grvitv wave theory hass on the whole been develolpe for the special

Case+ of a homogeneous .quid, where the mean molecular mass is constant and mixing

processes overwhelm diffusive separation. This is in general a good approximation

below the mesopause; near and above 100 kin, however, the mean -nolecuiar mass

becomes strongly variable with increasing altitude, and at the same time the mean

free path is large enough for species to separate diffusively. In the thermosphere,

therefore, even for neutral minor species, a proper treatment of the response to

gravity wave perturbations must incorporate multiA.-component fluid effects and

have separate moment-'m ,quations for each component (Voiland, 1969; Mayr et

al., 1984). In the plesent paper, attention is restricted to neutral minor species in

the stratosphere and moesosphere. In these regions, where minor species concen-

trations never exceed 1% of the total atmospheric concentration, one is justified

in considering only the rontinuity equation for the investigation of neutral minor

spec-ies. This is because the overwhelming majority of minor species collisions are

with major-species particles, and one can assume that they have the same velocity

as the mia,or species, except possibly for diffusion, which we will consider next.

The Eukrian continuity equation for any minor species is

S(ni7) L (1)

where n(z, y, z, t) is the minor species number density, 6T(z, v, z, t) is the minor

species velocity field, P is the minor species production rate per unit volume, and

L is the mi:or species losw frequency. Sirice we want our theory to apply to airglow.

emission as well as active probing, we will take the term minor ipecies', in such

cuem, to mean the particular electronic or vibrational state o( the species which is
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the source of the airglow. We wish to use this equation to examine the response of a

minor species to dynamical perturbations induced by a gravity wave, in particular

the nonlinear response to such perturbations.

Other processes which ,ust be considered, in addition to gravity-wave-induced

dynamical perturbations, are diffusive processes and chemical ('"ncluning collisional

and radiative) production and loss. Even in the absence of any motion o! the

atmosphere as a whole, it may be that i,. 0 0. This is because any minor rp-•cies

with a layered structure is in diffusive, not hydrostatic, equilibrium, and is tlerefore

continually diffusing from regions of net production to regions of net loss. The

vertical diffusive velocity for an isothermal atmosphere is given by (Chamberlain

and Hunt.en, 1987)
1 di rmV,,)

Wdf = -D(---- +-L)(2
n" z (2)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, m. the molecular mass of the minor species, g

is the acceleration due to gravity, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temper-

aturre.

If there i pure gravity wave motiotn (i.e. no prevailing wind) with parcel

velocity 6t, so long as Itl > Iwjllj, one can s.t V-,% = U. However, for small scale

waves it may be that Iti m Iw: , ,I, and ever for somewhat larget scale waves the

diffusive velocity may be comparable to the gravity wave velocity for an appreciable

part of each gravity wave period, as 7 pas"s through zeiro twice per cycle.

In addition to this diffusive velocity, perturbations to the production and lons

terms induced by the gravity wave motion may be compprable to the other per.

turbation terms. If this is the cae, the effects of chemistry will be as important as

,yvirric.J ef'e':s in determining minor species density fluctuations. One measuue

of whether this Is so (Walterse•laid et al., 1987; Fritts and Thrane, 1989) in if the
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diffusion time (or the lifetime of an excited state) is much greater than the wave

period, Tdjff(,keu) > T. The range of diffusion times (lifetimes) of minior con-

stituents, from seconds to days (Winick, 1983), encompasses the gamnuit of gravity

wave periods, which are from 5or 6 minutes up to several hours. Thus, whether

or not perturbations to the production chemistry should be incorporated in the

solution to -quation (1) must b6 daclCided on a case by ca.e basis. For example, for

the OH(O') levels, which are the source of the Meivel bands, , - 1 sec, and

chemistry must be included. For atomic sodium. on the other hand, Tdijj > 1 day,

so for this species chemistry may be safeiy n'.ected.

Since the focus of this paper is on dynamiral efficts, we will arbitrarily assume

i) V. = ig to a good approximation, that is ijjj = 0, and ii) perturbations to the

production and loss terms are negligible. Under these amumptions, equation (1)

becomes

=-V.nv. (3)

where 7 is a known quantity, and (3) is therefore an uncoupled equation for n only.

To simplify the analysis, for tht remainder of this paper we shall take this i7 to rep-

reae 1. a muoochromatic,. linear gravity wave with angular frequenry w, horizontal

'davenumber 'k., vertical wavenumber k,, propagating in a wirndless, isothermal,

horizontally sratified atmospihere with components (u,O,w) in suitably chosen

Cartcsian coordinawes, with x and t dependence given by exp i(wt - kz). Such

a wave is a solution to the lineariied hydrodynamic equations of the major atmo-

spheric species, implying that the major species number density (hereafter denoted

by N), is fluctu&ting with a small amplitle about an unperturbed, background
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value. Given this, we can write the relative fluctuation in the major specie.: number

density directly from the linearized continuity equation as

N' k ow i dNo (4)U- -u + + w (4)Wo , j "z w,,No &z

where N'(x, z, t) = ?erturbed part of N and N.(z) = unperturbed part of N.

This wave will induce a fluctuation in the minor species density (hereafter

denoted by n). However, it is important to note that the minor species ductuation is

not necessarily a "wave" in the same sense as the major species fluctuation is a wave.

While the latter is a solution to the entire set of linearized, coupled hydrodynamic

equations fcr a fluid, the former is the response of a minor constituent embedded in

the fluid to wave-induced perturbations and is the solution to just the uncoupled

continuity equation given by (3) for the minor species density n. This is true

because the minor species momentum equation is overwhelmingly dominated by

the 'collision term representing momentum transfer from particles of the major

species. In a fashion quite analogous to the derivation of equation (4) for the

major species, linearizing equation (3) gives the first-order approximation to the

minor species response

no k, i O~w i I dn.- = -U+ - + (5)
n. W Wz wn• .dz (5

where n'(z, z,t) = perturbed part of n and n.(z) unperturbed part of n.

Two points to consider about the minor species response, evident in the first-

order equation (5). are the following. First, for minor species with a layered struc-

ture, the unperturbed density gradient is positive in the region below the peak

and negative in the region above the peak, while the unperturbed major species

gradient is always negative. This implies a shift in the phase difference between the
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major and minor species density fluctuations at the point of the minor species peak.

Indeed, for a wide range of gravity waves, equations (4) and (5) are dominated by

their third terms (Makhlouf, et al., 1987), so that below the peak the first-order

minor species response is 180 degrees out of phase with the major species fluctua-

tion, while above the peak. it is in phase with the major species. This phase reversal

in the region of the profile Peak has been known for some time on both theoretical

(Thome, 1968; Porter and Tuan, 1974; Weinstock, 1978) and observational grounds

(Thome, 1968; Noxon, 1-978; Shelton et al., 1980).

A second point to consider about equation (5) is its magnitude relative to

equation (4) For the case of pure linear gravity wave motion which we are don-

sidering, the magnitude of the major species fluctuation, given by equation (4), is

by assumption small, say 10% or less. However, when the same velocity field is

used in equa|tion (5), the magnitude of the first-order mipor species response can

be much greater. This result occurs because the advective part of the Eulerian

time derivative, which pr;,duces the third terms of equations (4) and (5), involves

gradients of background densities. As mentioned previously, such gradients can

be much larger for minor species than the corresponding major species gradient.

Consequently, though equation (4) is by assumption valid for the major species,

retaining only first-order terms for the minor species, as in equation (5), is not in

general justified. As an explicit example, if one uses the U.S. Standard Atmosphere

(USSA) 1976 model of atomic oxygen, at 90 km (just below the 0 peak at 97 kin)

a gravity wave which corresponds to a 10% density fluctuation in the major species

will induce, a 40% first-order fluctuation in theatomic oxygen density. Thus dy.

namical nonlinearities enter naturally into the minor species response. In the next

section, a method ;s developed to treat these dynamical nonlinearities.
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3. Perturbation Expansion Method

To calculate higher-order solutions to equation (3), we begin by rewriting it

(Isler, et al., 1988) as

=Q+ -ASO+AS (6)

8t aQz- az

where

S=n']n.,

Q =-it,

R •--W,

s + !!!8+ I dn.\

and we have simply used

d I dn' n' dn.
dz = n. dz n2 dz

in rewriting equation (3). Note that we have rewritten the exact equation (3),

retaining all orders in the wave velocity i/. A dimensionless parameter, A, has be-en

introduced as a bookkeeping device to keep track of orders in 6, or equivalently of

orders in N'/N., since it anid w are linearly related to N'/N.. Next, we write

S=A01, + A202 + A3 03+... (7)

where 0 1 is linear in N'/N., 02 is quadratic in N'/N., etc.. Inserting this expansion

into equation (6), we can proceed to solve for the minor species response to a linear

gravity wave to any order in A, that is in ND/N..

To first Order in A, equation (6) is O/,/Ot = S, and so

('O, - + 2! + I-dn- d'. (8)
Oz ax(8)
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Since we are interested in fluctuations at some time t long after the gravity wave

has settled into its monochromatic state, we tak. the initial time in equation (8),

t "- to, to be, a time before gravity wave motion begius, when i = 0. We assume

that the transient state develops smoothly and continuously into a monochromatic

state. As it should be, 01 obtained in this way is equivalent to ,-quation (5). Using

the above notation, 1 = Re -i.1w,

When calculating higher-order solutions to equation (6), it must be remem-

bered that the real parts of complex quantities must be taken prior to any multi-

plication; otherwise, difference-frequency effects can be missed altogether. Thus,

to, second order in A, equation (6) is given by

a = ReQ Re--+ Rer Re-4- + ReS Re, (9)

which can be solved since 01 is known. Once again, the integration is chosen to be

from a time prior to the gravity wave motion.

In general, at the nth order, we have the recursion relation

D•-R 2 • 4 =L + eIR ReRRo + ReS Re•_. (10)

In this way, one can obtain 0,'the minor species response, to any order in the linear

gravity wave parameters.

Gardner and Shelton (1985) devised a similar perturbation expansion ap-'

preach; they too neglected production and loss perturbations and diffusion, and

began, as we have done, from equation (3). However, their approach assumed a

form for the solution in advance, and they considered only large period gravity

waves, while the approach taken here is more general.
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It may be suggested that to be consistent, one would hcve to retain all nth

order terms, and so in equation (6) put in for i6 the expansion

= + 2"2 + 3. 3 .. (11)

These higher orders in i" would be the result of retaining higher orders in the

solutions to the coupled hydrodynamic equations of the major species, i.e. incor-

porating nonlinear gravity wave effects. However, we have assumed that the minor

species fluctuations are due to perturbation by a linear gravity wave, that is i7 = "i

to a good approximation, so we further assume that any contributions to the minor

species response due to higher-order corrections to i-are negligible relative to those

due to the linear ii alone. This was also implicitly assumed by Gardner and Shelton

(1985).
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4. Results

We have calculated the minor species response to third order in the linear

gravity wave for several different background profiles and over a wide range of

gravity wave parameters. As one would expect, the importance of the higher-order

terms in the response depends strongly upon the steepness of the vertical density

gradient of the minor species. Specifically, we have used various Chapman function

and Gaussian analytic models, and the USSA 1976 model of atomic oxygen as well.

Figures la-ic show the profiles used in obtaining the subsequent plots: namely, a

Chapman function, a Gaussian distribution, and the USSA 1976 atomic oxygen

model. For easy comparison, the two analytic profiles have each been set to peak

at 92 km.

We have considered two gravity wave models- The first is a free travelling

wave in an infinite isothermal atmosphere (Hines, 1960), with velocity components

U = Awkikzc 2(k + iq)ez/12 Ci(w-k'z-k5L) (12)

W = Aw(W 2 , k2c 2 )ez/ 2 Hei(wt-kz-k,) (13)

where H is the atmospheric scale height, c is the speed of sound, A is an amplitude

factor, and q = -(1 - -f/2)g/c2, with y the ratio of specific heats. The second is a

vertically statinnary wave in a semi-infinite atmosphere with a rigid surface ground

boundary, havint- velocity components

V 2- ± coskz + -sink, z' e/2Hfi(w-k-, z) (14)
W2' k.

(k•+ l •ez/ 2Hc 'k')(15)
w =iasinkz V 2 --- -

where w6 is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency and a is another amplitude factor. Such

* waves come from either a high altitude source, or a once-reflected wave from a low
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altitude source, or a guided mode; in general, an arbitrary gravity wave is a linear

combination of (12), (13) and (14), (15). The detailed algebra leading to 0k2 and

0k3 for each case will not be presented here.

The stability of the perturbation method outlined above is dependent upon

the type of gravity wave model used; in particular, secularity (divergence in time)

is present in the response to the travelling wave, but is absent in the response to

the vertically stationary wave. The absence of secularity in the latter case is due

to the fact that the horizontal and vertical velocity fields are 90° out of phase,

so that at the second order the time integral contains a pure elliptically polarized

sinusoid. For the travelling wave, on the other hand, the time integral contains an

offset sinusoid, and secularity result.,. It is interesting to note that the growth rate

of the instability is proportional to
(1 w1 dn.'

+1 (16)
k 2 Hc . n. dz /

Thus, i) the instability disappears it the minor species density falls ofF with the

atmospheric. scale height, and ii) the- instability is more pronouncedfor small-

scale waves (w < kzc) than for larger-scale waves, as one would expect, since

the relative importance of vertical motion is greater for the former than for the

latter, and it is vertical motion which produces the nonlinear respionse. To correct

for the secularity, we are investigating the 'use of renormalization schemes which

would ultimately lead to a solution containing non-integer multiples of the gravity

wave frequency. To avoid the secularity, for the present paper we have restricted

attention to the v'ertically stationary wave model (it is this modelwhich has been

Sused in the Figures 2-5); however, the relative magnitudes of the higher-order terms

are comparable in the two cases, so that the results would not be greatly altered

had we used a renormalized solution for the vertically travelling wave model.
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To ensure the linearity of the gravity wave, the envelope of the amplitude. 3f

the vertically stationary velocity field has been normalized to induce at most a 15%

major species density fluctuation at the profile peak. In the case of the wave used

in Figures 2-4, this results in an actual major species density fluctuation of only

5% in the major species density at the profile peak.

The gravity wave used in Figures 2-4 has a horizontal phase -trace speed of

150 mis, an intrinsic period nf 2 hrs, a horizontal wavelength of 10S0 kin, and a

vertical wavelength of 55 km. The results for this particular gra.vi! y wave are not

unique, and we have used it solely for illustrative purposes. I, all three figures,

we have plotted the major species density fluctuation, the first -oit der minor species

response, and the sum of the first three orders in the minor species response.

In Figure 2, the background minor .species profile is that of Figure la. Figure 2a

shows the response at 87 kin, where the background density is orders of magnitude

below its peak value. The first-order response here is greater than 400% (the

major species fluctuation is barely visible on this scale). As a result, the nonlinear

response is overwhelming. In Figure 2b, the response at 89 kln is shown. The

nonlinear response at this height remains considerable, and is responsible for the

cusp effect of sharpening the waveform peak and flattening the wavefrom trough.

In Figure 2c, the response at 95 km is shown. At this height, the response is for

the most part linear.

In Figure 3, the background minor species profile is that of Figure lb. Figures

3a, 3b and 3c chow the response at 87 kui, 89 km and 95 kin, respectively. The

nonlinear effects for this profile are not as pronounced as they were in the previous

figure, but they are noticeable nonetheless. The cusping of the waveform is evident

at 87 km. Also noticeable is the phase reversal of the response at the profile peak,
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The response is 180 degrees out of phase with the major species fluctuation below

the profile peak, and in phase above the peak.

In Figure 4, the background profile is that of Figure Ic. Figures 4a, 4b and

4c show the response at 89 kin, 92 km and 102 km, respectively. Even for this

relatively broad profile, there is a noticeable cusp effect at certain height levels.

Figure 5 serves to show the importance of higher-order effects over a broad

range of wave paraneters for the response at 89 kin, using the profile of Figure

la. In Figure 5a, we have plotted the first, second and third-order response as

a function of time for a gravity wave with a horizontal phase trace speed of 15C

m/s and an intrinsic period of 2 hrs., It is the sum of these which appears in large

dashes in Figure 2b. in Figure 5b we have plotted the first, second and third-order

response at a fixed time as a function of horizontal phase trace speed (Vph,) from

35 m/s up to 250 m/s for an intrinsic period of 2 hrs. Oscillations occur over the

range of phase speeds because of the vertically stationary gravity wave model we

employ. Figure 5c is the same as Figure 5b, except the intrinsic period is now

20 min. We should point out that it is unlikely that smaller-scale waves (phase

speeds less than 50 m/s, say) will reach the amplitude necessary to induce even a

"10% major species fluctuatiohi before becoming unstable or encountering a critical

level, and so smaller-scale waves shoald not- be expected to produce a significant

nonlinear response. However; it is clear that the significance of the higher-order

terms is not sensitive to the particular 'gravity wave parameters.

The above results demonstrate the significance of the nonlinear response for

iminor atmospheric constituents which are distributed in narrow layers. For exam-

pie, there can be a substwitial cusp effect in the response at certain height levels.

As a consequence, it is to be expected that the spectra obtained from minor species
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1
fluctuations at particular height levels can contain peaks not only at frequencies

associated with the actual gravity wave field, but at integer-multiple harmonics of

the gravity wave frequencies as well.
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5. Conclusions

We have outlined a method which can be used. to calculate higher-order, non-

linear terms in the local response of minor atmospheric species to linear gravity

waves. The method results in an expansion of the minor species response to any

order in the ',inear gr'vity wave. Dwe to secular terms arising when the method is

Sapn iied to vertically kravelling waves, for the present we have therefore only consid-

ered the case of vert:cally stationary waves. Higher-order effects have been, shown

to be important over a broad range of wave parameters. Consequently, particular

care must be taken in inferring from the power spectra of minor species, flucuations

the wave field of the atmosphere as a whole. In future work we intend to extend the

method to treat charged minor species and incorporate the effects of perturbations

to the production and loss chemistry.
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!iigdr' Gapth :nr

Fg'•woL a '. %nc'pm•-i function used in Figures 2 and 5. (b) Caussian distri-

,, , , . S.4 SA atomic ox) j... model, used in. Figure 4.

F gure 2. (a) 1 ir', order major species fluct.a'r (solid line), first-order milor

st..: ',:sponlsC (1ar'.; I,.), and -17,; L; ý t-.e fiti three orders of the rn;-,,r

spw-',es response (smvl da. i.+-), at U_.1 -. fo- - gnavity wave with an intrinsic

peri A of 2 hrs and a liorizonai pb,.?.- :.iwe speed of 150 m/s. The minor species

inrufile is that of Figure la. (') Sve a.s (a), but at 8f km. (c) Same as (a), but at

95 kin.

Figure 3. (a) Fi"st- .rdci ;ia'," ý.pecies fluctuation (solid line), first-ordcr minor

specier re.ponse (l:,r.e da .4 and the sum of the first three orders of the minor

.penie•, response (m.all dash-es), at 87 km, for a gravity wave with an intrinsic

period of 2 hrs and a horizontal phase' trace speed of 150 m/s. The minor species

profile is that of Figure lb. (b) Same as (a), but at 89 km. (c),Same as (a), but at

95 km.

Figure 4. (a) First-order major species fluctuation (solid line), first-order minor

species response (large dashes), anid the sum of the first three orders of the minor

species response (small dashes), at 89 kin, for a gravity wave with an intrinsic

period of 2 hrs and a horizontal phase trace speed of 150 m/s. The minor species

profile is that of Figure 1.7. (b) Same as (a), but at'92 km. (c) Same as (a), but at

102 km.

Figure 5. (a) First-order minor species response (solid line), second-order mi-

nior sle.cies resixnm! (large dashes), mid third-order minor species response (small

dashes), at 89 kin, for a gravity wave with in3t intrinsic period of 2 hrs and a hori-

zontal phase trace, speed of 150 in/s. The mi,,or species profile is that of Figure la.
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(b) Same as (a), but at a fixed time as a function of horizontal phase trace speed
(VPhZ), for a gravity wave with an intrinsic period of 2 hrs. (c) Same as (b), but for

a gravity wave with a period of 20 min.
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Figure 1. (a) - Chapman function used in Figures
and and 5. (b) Gaussian distribution used in
Figure 3. (c) USSA atomic oxygen model, used
in Figure 4.
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Figure Ic
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Figure 2. (a) First-order major species fluctuation
(solid line)., first-order minor species response
(large dashes), and the sum of the first three orders
of the minor 'species response (sm•ill dashes) , at* ~87 1cm, for a gravity wave With an intrinsic period of
2 ,hours and a horizontal phase trace speed of 150 mIs.
The minor species profile is that of Figure la.
(b) Same as (a), but at 89 km. (c) Same as (a), but
at 95 ki.
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Figure- 2. (a) First-order major species fluctuation
(solid line), first-order minor species response.~
(large dashes), and the sum .of the first three orders
of the minor species respon~se (small dashes), at
37 km, for a gravity wave with an intrinsic period of
2 hours and a horizontal phase trace speed of 150 m/s.
The minor srx.,cies profilt, is that of. Figure la-
(b Same ais (a), but at 8"4 kmn. (c) Same as (a), but

at 95 kmn.
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Figure 2. (.a) First-order major species fluctuation
(solid line), first-order minlor species response
(large dashes), .and the sum of the first three
orders of the minor species r.'sponse (small dashes),

, at 87 kmn, for a gravity wave with an intrinsic
i * period of 2 hrs and a horizontal phase trace speed of/
• ~ ~150 rn/s. The minor species profile is that of Figure /,

Ia. (b)* Same as (a), but at 89 kmn. (c) Same as (a),
• , but at 95 km.
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Figure 3 a
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Figure 3b
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Figure 3. (a) First-order major species F=luctuation
(solid lin(-,), first-order minor species response
(large dashes), and the sum of tie. first three
orders of the minor specier response (small dashes),
at 87 km, for a gravity wave with an intrinsic
period of 2 hrs and a horizontal phase trace speed of
150 n/s. The minor species profile is that of Figure
lb. (b) Same as 'a), ,but at 89 km.' (c) Same as (a),
but at 95 km.'
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Figure 3c
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Fig.ure 3. (Z) First-order major species fluctuation
(solid line) , first-order minor species response
(large dashes), and the. sum of the first three
orders of the minor species response (small dashes),
at 87 km, for a gravity wave with an intrinsic
perLod of 2 hrs and a horizontal phase trace speed of
150 m/s. The minor species profile is that of Figyure
lb. (b) Same as (a), but at 89 km. (c) Same. as (a),
but at 95 km'.
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Figure 4&
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Figuire 4c
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Figure 5&
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Figure 5b
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Figure 5. (a) First-order minor species response
(soliO line), second-order minor species response
(large dashes), and third-order minor species response
(small dashes'), at 89 km, for a gravity wave 'with an
intrinsic period of 2 hrs and a horizontal phase trace
speed of 150 m/s. The minor species profile is that
of Figure la. (b) Same as (a), but at a fixed time as
;. function of horizontal phase trace speed (Vphx), for
a gravity wave with an intrinsic period of 2 hrs. (c)
Same as (b), but for a qravlty wave, with a period of
20 min.
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Figure 5c
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Same as. (b), but for a gravity wave with a period of,
20 min.
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FINAL REPORT

Submited by: M.J. Taylor
Department of Physics,
University of Southampton,
Southampton, S09 5NH, U.K

Period covered: 3 May 1990 to 4 April 1991.

1. This report covers the extension (Modification No 1) of the subcontract between the
University of Southampton and the Univcrsity of Cincinnati issued as part of the US
Airforce Contract F19628-87-K-0023 to UC for research under the project entitled
"Investigations in Atmospheric Dynamics".

2. The primary aim, of this research contract was to image wave structure in the OH
nightglow emission :.o determine the frequency of occurrence, geographical location,
horizontal wavelength, horizontal velocity (and hence apparent period) of short period
(<1 hour) mesospheric gravity waves present over an Ocean site. The measurements
were successfully made in late March and early April, 1990 from Maui, Hawaii as part
of the ALOHA-90 campaign.

3. Due to the success of the ALOHA campaign it was decided, at short notice, to leave
the cameras set up on Haleakala and to make a second set of measurements during the
following new moon period 18-28 April. All three cameras continued to function well
and excellent data were obtained for comparison with the first set of measurements. The
additional funding awarded in Modification No I of this subcontract have been used
towards the costs incurred during this second set of measurements and to cover the initial
data analysis.

4. In progress report No I (submitted 22 June 1990) details of the instrumentation were
given together with a summary of the measurements. An introduction to the image data
was also presented at the first ALOHA workshop which was held during the CEDAR
meeting, Boulder, in June 1990.

5. The analysis of both data sets has progressed well. The first detailed results were
presented at the ALOHA session of the AGU meeting, held in San Francisco, December
1'90. During this meeting it was decided to concentrate on 'two nights 25 and 31 March
so tiiat, the image data could be compared with the measurements obtained by the other
instruments (both 'airborne and ground based).

6. The results of this study have recently been submitted for publication in Geophysical
Research Letters as part of' a special section on the ALOHA-90 campaign. Copies of
these papers are appended. Although there is still much data to be analyzed the
campaign was a great success and we have already achieved several of our stated goals.

(Dr MJ. Tayior)
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Appendix 1

NEAR INFRARED IMAGING OF HYDROXYL WAVE STRUCTURE

OVER AN OCEAN SITE AT LOW LATITUDES

MJ. Taylor and MJ. Hill

Physics Department, University, of Southampton,
Soothampton, S09 SNH, U.K.

Abstract. Coordinated observations of wave structure in the near infrared hydroxyl
(OH) nightglow emission have been made from Maui, Hawaii using a suite of narrow
angle and all-sky TV cameras. Two sets of data were obtained, the first in conjunction
with the ALOHA-90 campaign and the second during the suisequent new moon period.
Well formed, short period (< 20 min) wave patterns of comparable morphology, dynamics
and abundance to those regularly imaged from mid-latitude mountain sites were detected
on several occasions. Although the Hawaiian islanas comprise several high volcanic
peaks, the patterns were not consistent with gravity waves generated by the interaction
of strong winds with the local island topdgraphy. This suggests that other mid-latitude
wave patterns may also not be of mountain origin. The wave patterns imaged during
ALOHA.90 were of significantly lower contrast than those detected later. This effect
may be related to changes in the characteristics of the middle atmosphere that occur
shortly after the spring equinox.

Introduction

Photographic and low light TV observations of wave structure in the near infrared
(NIR) OH nightglow emission (peak altitude -87 kin, balfwidth 5-8 kin) have been made
from severa! mid-latitude sites for almost two decades [Peterson and Kieffaber, 1973;
Moreels and Herse, 1977; Armstrong, 1986; Taylor et al., 19871. Measurements have also
been obtained at aurora! latitudes [Clairemidi et al., 1985] and from within the arctic
polar cap [Taylor and Henriksen, 19891. The data frequently show extensive wave-like
patterns exhibiting horizontal wavelengths shorter than 100 km..

To date there is very little information available on mesospheric wave motions that
occur at low latitudes. Peterson [1979] reported visual and near infrared photographic
observations from Hawaii of two small scale wave events (termed ripples), but no details
were given of any other wave patterns that may have been detected. Subsequent attempts
to image wave structure at low latitudes from Puerto Rico (18.5,N), during the AIDA '89
campaign were restricted by poor observing conditions.

These observations of the NIR and visible nightglow emissions from Hawaii allow the
properties of short period mesospheric wave motions that occur at low latitudes over an
oceanic site to be investigated and compared with those regularly observed at mid.
latitudes.

Observations and Results

Observations were made from the Department of Energy (DOE) building, Haleakala
Crater, Maui (20.8*N, 156.2"W, 2970m), over two consecutive new moon periods; 18
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March-4 April during the ALOHA-90 campaign, and 18-27 April to provide additional
data on mesospheric wave activity shortly after the spring equinox. The high altitude and
favourable weather during these periods provided excellent conditions for imaging
structure in the faint nightglow emissions.

Four cameras were operated, three of which were broad band NIR OH imagers; a
narrow field Isocon (30*), a medium field CCD (550), an all-sky !socon (180"), and an all-
sky "monochromatic imager" filtered to observe structure in the 01 (557.7 nm) nightglow
emission (peak altitude -95 km). Further details of the instrumentation are given in the
ALOHA-90 overview paper [Gardner, 1991]. On several occasions during this campaign,
remarkably coherent but faint NIR wave patterns were imaged. Comparison with
spectrometer observations confirmed that these displays were due primarily to variations
in the OH emission [Taylor et al., 1991].

Figure 1 shows four eXamples of wave structure imaged by the CCD camera at low
elevations (- 15") during ALOHA-90. The wave patterns were clearest in the CCD data
which had the highest signal-to-noise ratio. Measurements of the horizontal scale size
and motion of each of these wave patterns are listed in Table 1. Figure la shows several
faint coheTent wave crests curving upwards from the eastern horizon. The image was
obtained on 21 March at 11.3,4, UT and formed part of an extensive display that lasted
for about 2 hours. The pattern had an average horizontal wavelength, 1., of -25 kIan and
moved with a' speed, vx, of -47 ms', indicating an apparent period, r, of'-9 min. A
similar short period display (-12 min) is shown in Figure lb. The pattern was detected
cn 24 March, also around noon UT, but to the south and wzst of the site. Unfortunately
meteorological cloud (seen in the low elevation foreground of the picture) limited the
observations this night.

Figure Ic shows another well developed wave display. The data were obtained at 12:16
UT on 30 March looking northwards. On this occasion images of wave structure were
also made in the zenith indicating an extensive spatially coherent display over much of
the sky (confirmed by the NIR all-sky observations). Initially faint structure was detected
around 08:00 UT but it was not until later that the display became as conspicuous as
shown in the figure. A similar enhancement .in wave activity during the latter half of the
nicht was notired on' several other occasions.

Sometimes much smaller scale wave patterns termed "ripple events" [Peterson, 1979]
were detected. Figure Id is an example and it can be seen that the morphology of the
wave forms is quite different. In particular, ripples are significantly smaller in
geographical extent and have shorter lifetimes (typically <1 hour) than the displays
discussed above. In this example the average separation of the wave crests was 14.5 km
and the wave packet moved with - uniform velocity of 46 ms 1 indicating an apparent
period of 5.3 min, 'close to the local Brunt-ViisdlI period. Unlike the larger scale
motions, ripples are thought to be caused by localised regions of strong wind shear
generating Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in the mesosphere.

Discussion

Wave displays of comparable morphology and dynamics to the examples shown in
Figure 1 were detec:ted on many occasions during ALOHA-90, and the subsequent new
moon period, indicating a wealth of short period mesospheric wave structure over the
Hawaiian islands. In particular the patterns shown in Figure la,b,c exhibit good
correspondence with the mid-latitude wave patterns termed "stripes" [Taylor and
Henriksen, 1989]. The principal features of this type of display are:
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Horizontal wavelength: 20-70 km,
Horizontal velocity: 10-50 ms"14

Lateral extent >500 km,
Duration: 0.5-2 hours.

The majority of the reports detailing measurements of mid and high latitude wave
structure are of this type. Experimental and theoretical investigations indicate that many
of the patterns are induced by the passage of short period (10-20 min) gravity waves
through the nightglow layers e.g. Taylor et al. [19871. As similar wave motions were also
detected over the Hawaiian islands this suggests that the sources of short period gravity
waves are plentiful and can occur at any latitude.

Nearly all of the mid-latitude observations were made either from high altitude
mountain sites (to facilitate the seeing conditions) or in the vicinity (<,500 1cn) of large
mountainous regions. Wave activity in the upper troposphere -and lower stratosphere is
considerably enhanced over mountain regions compared with the oceans. Much of this
enhancement has been attributed to the interaction between strong tropospheric winds
and the surface topography generating gravity waves (mainly in the lee of the mountains).
Schoeberl [1985] has modelled the propagation of mountain waves through the
stratosphere and mesosphere up to an alhitude of 70 km. He determined that
orographically induced gravity waves with horizontal scale sizes greater than'30 Ian may
penetrate freely into the upper atmosphere.

If mountains are a primary source of the short period wave motions, seen in the
nightglow emissions then it is reasonab!e to expect considerably less wave activity over
a remote oceanic site such as the Hawaiian islands (which are over 3,000 kan from any
sizeable land mass) than over a large mountainous region such as the Rockies. During
both observing periods NIR wave structure was imaged on a remarkably high ptrcentage
of nights (nearly every night, but not all night). This compares with typically 30-00% of
the clear sky observing time at mid-latitudes, depending on site and season. This suggests
that there are similar type sources for the waves observed over the Hawaiian islands and
over large mountairous region.

However, as the Hawaiian islands themselves consist of several high volcanic mountains
then prevailing winds blowing over local island peaks (such as Haleakala Crater) may be
a rich source of gravity waves. Balsley and Carter, 11989) -and Hines, [1989] have
investigated the properties of mountain waves observed, in the upper troposphere and
lower stratosphere. Whether these waves propagate significant amounts of energy into
the upper mesosphere is not proven. Due to the isolated location of the Hawaiian

'islands any gravity waves generated by topographic forcing should be distinguishable from
waves of meteorological (or other) origin as they should be observed primarily downwind
of the source mountain(s) and should feature near zero phase speeds (since mountain
waves are stationary), and curved wave crests (as the wave patterns are viewed at a range
of only a few hundred kin). Although curved wave patterns were observed on some
occasions (Figure Ia) the majority of the displays were highly linear, and often extended
over much of the sky including the zenith (Figure Ic). Furthermore, all of the displays
examined so far have exhibited substantial horizontal motion (see Table 1) and no
preferred direction of propagation indicating other sources for the waves.

Compared with data recently obtained using the same instruments at a mountain site
near Nederland, Colorado (40.00N, 105.6°W) the wave patterns imaged during ALOHA-
90 were of significantlylower contrast (<10%) and proved quite difficult to detect.
During the subsequent new moon period the contrast, of the displays was considerably
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higher. In the 01 (557.7 nm) emission similar, morphology wave patterns were imaged
on several occasions during this period, but only once during ALOHA-90. Unfortunately
the CCD camera was not available for the second observing interval and a quantitative
comparison of the intensity and contrast of the patterns can not be made. However, the
marked improvement in contrast manifested itself as an apparent increase in wave
activity as detected by the OH all-sky camera. Figure 2plots the number of hours wave
structure was detected somewhere within the all-sky field (-500 kin circular) for both ntw
moon periods. Due to the good seeing conditions observations were possible on most
nights. Wave structure was detected on nearly every occasion but many more high
contrast displays were observed after the spring equinox.

As well as this temporal increase, the all-sky data indicate wave forms over a larger
spatial area. This effect may be directly. related to the higher contrast of the structures
or it may indicate an increase in the number of potential sources in the vicinity of the
Hawaiian islands. For tropospheric wave sources an alternative possibility is that the
background winds in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere changed significantly in the
interval between the two observing periods. The COSPAR atmospheric model for 20*N
indicates a mean zonal wind component ,n March around 40 ms"1 at -60 km height.
Depending on the direction of propagation, waves with phase speeds lower than this peak
value will be strongly attenuated in the lower mesosphere. However, in April this wind
drops to less than 20 ms"1 and waves of lower phase speed (similar to those regularly
seen in the'nightglow emissions) may propagate freely into the upper atmosphere. The
fact that wave structure was detected frequently in both the OH and the 01 (557.7 nm)
emissions during the post equinox period supports the argument for freely propagating
wave motions possibly of meteorological origin. However, during ALOHA-90 there is
also good evidence for the in situ generation of short period waves [Taylor and Edwards,
1991].

Summary

Short period (<20 min) mesospheric wave structure frequently exists at low-latitudes
over the Hawaiian islands (at least around the spring equinox). Many of the wave
patterns imaged were highly coherent and exhibited similar morphology and dynamics to
the nightglow displays seen at mid and high latitudes.

The search for mountain waves induced by the-interaction of surface winds with the
local island topography is continuing. However, the evidence obtained so far suggests
(but is by no means conclusive) that gravity waves generated by this mechanism may not
be an important source of the short period wave motions seen in the upper atmosphere.
For waves of meteorological origin wind filtering in the intervening atmosphere may play
a critical role in governing the visibility of wave patte Ms of law phase speed.
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measurements. In particular we thank K. Hiner and L. Yamaguchi for their logistic
support. We acknowledge V Taylor for assistance during the observations and R.
Edwards for help with the data analysis. Funding for this project was provided by
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List of Figures

Fig. 1. Four examples of wave structure in the near infrared OH nightglow emission
imaged by the CCD camera during the ALOHA-90 campaign. Each image has been flat
fielded to enhance the visibility of the faint displays. Note the similar morphology of the
wave patterns except in picture (d) which shows a small scale ripple event. Each image
was obtained using an integration time of 20s.

Fig. 2. Histogram plots the number of hours NIR wave structure was detected
somewhere within the all-sky field for (a) the ALOHA-90 campair- and (b) the
subsequent new moon period. The solid areas indicate when strucume was detected over
the whole sky while the shaded areas signify the presence of some structure within the
camera field but ngt the amount. (Note CCD data were obtained for longer periods of
time than indicated in (a) due to the higher sensitivity of the camera.)

TABLE 1. Measurements of the average horizontal wave parameters for the four wave
patterns shown in Figure I (assuming an emission altitude of 87 kln).

Picture Date ;.x(km) vx(ms'-) r(min)

(a) 21 March 25 47 9
(b) 24 March 21 29 12
(c) 30 March 23 30 13
(d) 20 March 14.5 46 5.3
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Appendix 2

OBSERVATIONS OF SHORT PERIOD MESOSPHERIC WAVE PATTERNS:
IN SITU OR TROPOSPHERIC WAVE GENERATION?

MJ. Taylor, and R. Edwards

Physics Department, University of Sc.:-. bampton,I
Southampton, S09 SNH, U.-,

Abstract. Near infrared images showing wave structure in the hydroxyl (OH) nightglow
emission have been obtained from Maui, Hawaii during the ALOHA-90 campaign.
Analysis of two nights during this campaign (25 and 31 March) indicate extensive, highl
coherent, linear wave patterns of very short apparent period (-5 and 10 min
respectively). Both displays exhibited several features characteristic of the in situ
breakdown of a large scale, long period, upper atmospheric wave disturbance. Data in
support of this mechanism was found by other ALOHA instruments which detected
concurrent long period (1-2 hour) mesospheric wave disturbances on bc.th occasions.
However, a :ropospheric source for these waves cannot be, ruled out. At least on 25
March a weather front occurred at -1400 km range with a favourable orientation and
location. Although its range was relatively large, back-ground' winds may have
substantially increased the path length of the waves through the intervening atmosphere.

Introduction

The presence of coherent wave structure in the mid-latitude mesosphe'c nightglow
emissions is well established (Moreels and Herse, 1977; Armstrong, 1986; Taylor et al.,
1987]. Detailed observations have shown that these patterns often exhibit properties
associated with short period (10-20 minm) gravity waves. During the ALOHA-90 campaign
similar morphology wave forms were detected at low latitudes over an ocean site [Taylor
and Hill, 1991].

Many sources for these waves have been suggested. They include tropospheric
disturbances such as iet streams, storms, weather fronts and the interaction of strong
winds with large mountains (generating lee-type gravity waves). Several upper
atmospheric sources have also been postulated; they include the auroral electrojet, strong
particle precipitation and the in situ breakdown of large-scale, long period atmospheric
waves such as tides. It is often difficult to identify individual wave sources from the
wealth of potential' disturbances. For tropospheric sources this problem is further
complicated by the effects of background winds in the intervening atmosphere, which can
significantly modify the wave propagation. Images of structure in the nightglow emissions
give unique 2-dimensional informa..',a on the horizontal wavelength and apparent phase
velucityof the gravity wave p0e arbation. These data together with the location, shape,
orientation and time of ." :.arrcnce of the display have proved valuable for finding
possible wave sources [T iylor and Hapgood. 1938]. By imaging structure in the nightglow
emissions from the Hawaiian islands the sources of short period gravity waves over a low
latitude oceanic site can be investigated.
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Observations and Results

Observations were made from the Department of Energy (DOE) building, Haleakala
Crater, Maui (20.80 N, 156.2°W, 2970m). The high altitude and favourable weather during
the campaign (18 March-4 April) provided exccdent conditions for imaging structure in
the nightglow emissions. The measurements reported here were made with a medium
field (550) CCD camera filtered to observe the near infra-red (NIR) OH nightglow
emission (wavelength range 780-1000 nm). Further details of the instrumentation are
given in the ALOHA-90 overview paper [Gardner, 1991). Wave patterns were imaged
on several occasions during the campaign [Taylor and Hill, 1991]. In this report the
properties of two faint wave displays imaged on 25 March and 3! March are examined
and compared with simultaneous airborne and ground based measurements.

25 March Display

Observations were made from 06:00 UT until dawn twilight at 15:40 UT. A well
formed set of steeply inclined wav:-like structures was detected at low elevation to the
northeast. Figure I shows a CCD image of the NIR display at 07:10 UT. Several faint
forms emanating from the northeastern horizon are evident. The structures are clearest
on the right of the image but the data shows that similarly orientated wave crests exist
across the whole field. The uniformity of the wave parern is quite remarkable. The
display was clearest around 06:30-08:00 UT, but was still evident at 11:00 LIT nearly 5
hours lat-r.

A similarly shaped but fainter wave pattern was also detected to the southwest of the
site. Figure 2 shows a composite ground map of the nightglow display imaged to the
northeast at 07:10 UT (Figure 1) and an hour later to the southwest. The flight path of
the aircraft during this night is also marked on the figure. Each image was calibrated
using .,•own stars as reference points [Hapgood and Taylor, 1982] and mapped onto the
ground' assuming an emission altitude of 87 km. The geographical location and
orientation of the two wave sets indicates an extensive, spatially and temporally coherent
displa%. containing many wave crests > 8K) km in length. To the south, in the direction
of the airbt)rne measurements, there was no obvious wave structure, but this direction
was affected by light from the Milky Way. The average separation of the wave crests,
'cdtermined from several images, gave a horizontal wavelength (L,) of 15.2 t 0.6 km.
The displacement of the wave crests (measured over an interval of 90 min) yielded a
mean velocity (v,) of 51 = 5 ms"! towards the southeast, indicating an unusually short
apparent wave period (r) of 5.0 = 0.5 minutes.

31 March V)ispla.

During this nich: wave structure was'detected a; most azimuths but was clearest to the
west and north. To the west the wave pattern consisted of several steeply inclined crests
of similar morphology to those observed on 25 March (Figure 1). To the north the wave
crests appeared near horizontal. Figure 3 shows a composite ground map of the
structures at 09:36 UT (6 the west) and 18 minutes later to the north. The coherence
of the structures 'is not as marked as those imaged on 25 March (Figure 2).
Nevertheless, the map clearly shows two sections of an extensive wave display viewed at
orthoonial azimuths. A series of images obtained at elevation angles ranging from 17"
to 900 coifirmcd the existen~ce of coherent .wave crests extending from the northern and
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western horizon through the local zenith. The, pattern was present all night indicating
a duration of over 6 hours. Measurements of the horizontal parameters of the wave
pattern during the interval 06:30-08:00 UT gave 'x = 19.8 -t 0.8 kmn, v = 32 ±t 4 ms"1

towards the north signifying an apparent wave period r = 10.3 ± 1.4 nin.

Discussion

Both wave patterns were extensive (>250,000 km2), remarkably coherent, and lasted
for several hours. Their horizontal wavelengths and linear morphology were also
comparable, indicating similar sources for the disturbances. However, the apparent (i.e.
observed) wave periods were significantly different at 5.0 and 10.3 min on 25 and 31
March respectively. In the presence of a background wind the intrinsic period of the
gravity wave is Doppler shifted with respect to its apparent period:

Ti --- [ vX / (1)

where a is the horizontal background wind component in the direction of motion of the
wave, r is the apparent period as measured by an observer on the ground and ri is the
intrinsic (or true) period of the wave measured in a frame of reference moving with the
background wind. The intrinsic period of the wave motion may therefore be significantly
different from the apparent period of the wave pattern.

The motion of the gravity wave through the atmosphere depends on its intrinsic period
(Hines, 19601 which is usually indrterminate. However, as the apparent horizontal
velocity of the wave will be independent of the background wind regardless of height
[Hines, 19681, measurements of I, and v. of the nightglow wave patterns (and hence r)
are very useful for studies of the wave sources. On the other hind, if the waves are
generated by a disturbance that is moving with respect to the observer, the apparent
period of the wave pattern will vary with 0 at the height of the source.

TronpoSpheric Source

The extensive nature and linear form of both OH displays would suggest either a point-
like source such as a thunderstorm (Taylor and Hapgood, 1988] but at a range of at least
1000 km from the observing site, or an extended "line type" source such as a weather
front or a jet stream close to the observing site [Hines, 1968]. Without a measurement
of the background wind in the intervening atmosphere it is difficult to estimate the range
over which the wave energy can propagate. However, gravity waves generated nearby
by strong winds blowing over local island peaks (such as Haleakala Crater) can be
effectively ruled out on both occasions because of the large laieral extent of the displays
and their close proximity and relativc motion with respect to the Hawaiian islands
(Figures 2,3).

Surface weather charts for 24 and 25 March indicate an extensive high pressure area
to the northeast of Hawaii with a well developed low to the northwest both at a large
range (>2000 kin). An extended cold front, associated with these pressure centres,
moved steadily towards the southeast, and came to a halt between 00:00 and 12:00 UT
on 25 March at a distance of -1400 km from the observing site. Both the orientation
and location of the front agree well with the observed wave motion (Figure 2) but its
range was relatively large.
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In the absence of background winds wave energy from a tropospheric source of
apparent period - 5 min would reach the OH layer at a quite short ground range of
<100 km (assuming the vertical extent of the source region was no greater than the
atmospheric scale height) [Hines, 1%7]. If the background winds in the intervening
atmosphere substantially increased the intrinsic period of the waves on this occasion they
could travel very large horizon'al distanc-s. This situation would arise if 0i - v. (- 50
ms") over an extended height interal between the source and the region of observation
(equation 1).

On 30 and 31 Match surface weather charts show a cold front associated with a
developing low and a high pressure region to the north of Hawaii at a range of -1500
kin. Although aligned in a direction similar to that of the OH wave pattern its location
is not consistent with the northward wave motion observed in the nightglow data. To the
south of Hawaii there were no obvious weather sources within 30* of latitude.

In Situ Source

If the short period waves were generated in the upper atmosphere in the vicinity of the
OH layer then they would most probably have been vertically evanescent. The long
lifetimes and the large geographic extent of the wave patterns also suggests that the
source regions were extensive and long lasting. One possible mechanism that could
account for the observations has' been postulated by Tuan et al. [1979]. Under certain
conditions long period waves propagating through the upper atmosphere may partially
break, generating coherent, small-scale waves of intrinsic period close to the local Brunt-
Vaisili period. On both 25 and 31 March rt, was found to be about 4.6 min (using
spectrometer data of Turnbull and Lowe, [1991]). If both wave patterns were generated
with an intrinsic' period of this value then the difference in the apparent wave periods
may have been the result of differing local wind conditions at the source height on each
night. The apparent period on 25 March was very close to .b indicating a background

wind component 0 - 3 ms" in the direction of motion of the wave (equation 1).
However, on. 31 March a neutral wind 0 - 38 ms"1 would have been needed to account
for an apparent period of - 10 min. Neutral winds of this magnitude and variability are
frequently observed at nightglow altitudes but unfortunately there were no coincident
measurements over Maui with which to compare these observations.

If the short period waves were generated in situ by ft mechanism then their
occurrence, speed and direction of motion should be associated w-th the presence of a
large scale wave disturbance on each occasion. Evidence for the presence of long period
wave disturbances on both occasions was found in the measurements oif the other
ALOHA-90 instruments. On 25 'March the airborne observations were made to the
south of Maui (Figure 2). Sodium lidar measurements were obtained from 08:50 to 15:00
UT (mainly outside the limits of the camera field of view). Hewever, close to the
equator a strong disturbance of horizontal wavelength 400-550 km was measured [C.S.
Gardner, personal communication, 1991]. Zenith spectrometer measurements frnm
Haleakala show a near linear decrease in OH (3,1) band intensity during most of the
night with a small wave-like disturbance of quasi-period - 1.2 hour [Turnbull and Lowe.
1991]. Coincident ob.servations by the Aerospace group.using a zenith pointing CCD
imager show similr period, low amplitude variations in the OH (6,2) band emission and
the O, (0.1) Atmuspheric band. The disturbance moved towards the southeast at a
speed of 50-100 ms , in a direction comparable with that of the short period wave
pattern [Hecht and Walterscheid, 1991].
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On 31 March the OH emission was brighter and the spectrometer measured large
amplitude wave-like disturbance with dominant periods 2.2 and 1.2 hours in both intensity
and temperature. The Aerospace images showed that the disturbance was moving at a
velocity of 30-50 ms"1 similar in magnitude to that of the short period wave pattern but
in a general eastward direction. The aircraft flew almost due west (Figure 3) and
measurements over the period 08:00-15:30 UT show peaks in the horizontal spectra with
wavelengths of 170 and 340 km again indicating a large scale wave motion. However, as
the aircraft flight path was almost parallel to the OH wave pattern the true horizontal
wavelength may have been much shorter.

Summary

Observations of extensive (>250,000 km 2) linear wave. patterns with short apparent
periods (:510 min) and long lifetimes (several hours) are most unusual. Whether these
displays are peculiar to low latitude or oceanic sites remains unknown. On 25 March
there was a favourably orientated weather front where linearly extensive short period
(< 10 min) gravity waves may have been generated. However, if the waves originated in
this region then background winds in the intervening atmosphere must have played an
important role in considerably increasing their horizontal range. No obvious source was
found for the 31 March display.

It appears more likely that the waves reported here were generated in the upper
atmosphere in the vicinity of the OH layer. Both patterns exhibited many of the
properties characteristic of the sustained breakdown of a large scale upper atmospheric
wave disturbance (possibly ot tidal origin). Supporting evidence showing concurrent long
period (1-2 hour) mesospheric wave disturbances was found on both occasions. Several
other short period (_510 min) displays were also imaged during the ALOHA-90 campaign
but it is not yet known if they were associated with long period upper atmosphere wave
disturbances. Measurements of gravity waves at low latitudes are few and these data may
offer new evidence for the in situ generation of short period waves in the upper
atmosphere. However, the possibility that the waves were generated by other weather
disturbances such as jet streams [see Hines, 1968] or distant thunderstorms [Taylor and
Hapgood, 1988] has yet to be investigated.
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List of Figures

Fig.1 CCD image showing NIR wave structure imaged to the NE on 25 March at 07:10
UT. The camera was aimed at an elevation of 20r and had a field of view cf 550 by 30.

Fig.? Composite map showing the scale size avd geographic location of the OH wave
forms imaged to the NE and SW of Maui on 25 March, assuming an emission altitude
of 87 km (only the brightest wave forms have been plotted). The x marks the aircraft
location at 09:10 UT on the outward leg and 15:30 UT on the return leg.

Fig.3 Composite map showing the OH wave display of 31 March. For comparison the
data ar- plotted on the same scale as Figure 2. The aircraft flew due west almost
parallel to the wave structures.
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Fipre - CD image showing NIR wave structure imaged to the NE on 25 March
at 07: 10 UT. The camera was aimed at an elevation of 20' and had a~field of

vi,-. w f 55' by 300.
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Appendix 3

COINCIDENT IMAGING AND SPECTROMETRIC OBSERVATIONS
OF ZENITH '1H NIGHTGLOW STRUCTURE

Mj. Taylor

Physics Department, University of Southampton,
Southampton, S09 5NH, U.K.'

D.N. Turnbull, and R.P Lowe

Institute for Space and Terrestrial Science and,
Physics Department, The University of Western Ontario,

London, Ontario, Canada

Abstract. During the ALOHA-90 campaign a novel comparative study was made
between near infrared wave structure imaged in the zenith using a CD camera and that
detected at infrared wavelengths by a Fourier Transform Spectrometer. Coincident
measurements were made briefly on several occasions and for an extended period on 31
March. The temporal variations imaged in the near infrared structure during this night
almost completely matched those detected in the OH (3,1) band spectrometer data when
similar viewing fields were compared. However, the image data also displayed small
scale wave forms that were not resolved by the larger field instrument. These structures
exhibited significant changes in brightness and position on, a time scale much shorter than
'the local Brunt-Viisi.Al period indicating that very high resolution measurements are
necessary to investigate short period (<20 min) upper atmospheric wave motions.

Introduction

For many years spectrometric measurements of the night sky have been made to
ascertain the nature and origin of the upper atmospheric nightglow emissions. More
recent investigations have been into quasi-periodic variations which often exhibit
characteristics of freely propagating internal gravity waves [Noxon, 1978; Viereck and
Deehr, 1989; Swenson et al., 1990]. Observations of the bright infrared OH Meinel band
emissions, which originate from a well defined layer centred at -87 kin, have proved most
useful in these studies- As the lower rotational levels of the OH emission are usually in
thermodynamic equilibrium with the local atmosphere, measurements of both the
emission intensity and its rotational temperature can be used as a tracer of the wave
motion. Furthermore, long expocure photographic and low light video images of the near
infrared (NIR) OH emission can be used to investigate the 2-dimensional horizontal
properties of the wave disturbance [Moreeis and Herse, 1977; Armstrong, 1986; Taylor
et al., 1987].

In general, spectral observations suffer fiom difficulties in distinguishing between the
induced temporal and spatial variations. Recently Taylor et al. [19911 have reported the
results of a simultaneous imaging 'and interferometric study of short period (--14 min),
wave structure in the OH nightglow emission. The measurements were made at low,
elevations, - 15,, (to aid the video observations), and show i. detail the relationship
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between a coherent gravity wave pattern and the induced intensity and temperature
perturbations. During ALOHA-90 a similar comparison wa- made. Here we report novel
observations of a small scale wave pattern imaged in the zen th and compare the intensity
records with those detected by the spectrometer.

Observations

The instrum,'.:ts used were a CCD camera (University of Southampton) and a Fourier
transform spe 'tometer (The University of Western Ontario), both of which were located
on Haleakala Crater, Maui (20.8"N, 156.2"W, 2970m). A.short description of the
instruments and their otnerational characteristics is given by Gardner [19911. The CCD
camera imaged structure in the submicron nightglow emissions (half bandwidth 780-1000
nm) while the spectronieer measured the zenail: intensity of several OH Meinel bands
in the wavelength range 1000-1650 nm.

Most of the time the camera was used to investigate the low elevation s'y in the
direction of the aircraft flight path [Gardner, 1991]. However, on several occasions a
search for structure in the zenith sky was made. Table 1 lists the dates and times of
these measurements. Structure was imaged on every occasion that zenith measurements
were attempted (total of six nights) but the observations were usually brief enough to
determine only the scale size and orientation of the wave forms. However, on 31 March
a series of images were recorded for detailed comparison wi.th the spectrometer
measurements.

31 March Displa,

A summary of the nightglow display imaged at low elevations during this night is given
by Taylor and Edwards, [ 19911. To the west and north of the site a uniform wave pattern
of horizontal wavelength -20) km was detected over a period of several hours (see their
Figure 3). Images of wave structure in the zenith were obtained around 10:00 UT and
again over three hours later. Figure 1 is a collection of six CCD' images showing
examples of the zenith nightglow structure recorded at 4 minute intervals from 13:14 UT.
The pictures are quite exceptional and show considerable evolution and movement of the
structures. Each image has been flat fielded (to remove the effects of lens vignetting etc
that are present in the original records), and color enhanced to highlight the' spatial
features of the structures which exhibited low contrast (<5%). After 13:18 UT several
wave-like forms are evident; the east-west orientation and separation of these structures
is similar to those observed in the low elevation pattern; confirming its large geographic
extent (>250,000 km2 ). A total of 32 images of the zenith sky were recorded over the
period 13:00-14:51 UT. The field of view of the camera (55* by 30*) was larger than the
spectrometer sample area (30 0circular), but smaller than the Aerospace Corporation
camera (600 by 400). The variation in responsivity of the spectrometer over its viewing
field has not been measured.

Results and Discussion

Images showing nightglow wave structure at high elevations and in the zenith are rare
[Peterson and Adams, 1983J. To date most of the video and photographic measurements
reported in the literature have been made at low elevation angles to benefit from the 2-3
fold increase in emission intensity which occurs due to line ,f sight integration through
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the nightglow layer. The ot7.:!rvations reported heret %'er. imade using a new broad band
nightglow imager and clearly demrnoirate the exisoer- cf NIR strLcture in the zenith
as well as at low ei-vations. Afthough similarities in the separation and orientation of
the wave forms are evident in each image, the inteisity distribution ih: different. indicating
considerable evolution of the wave fielt; in a relativ1:,y small time iitn val (a r min).

By summing the video signal in a 30" square centred on t..,: optic axis, t.he i.lte•s.,y of
the NIR TV data can be compajed with the OH (3,1) band intensai iweasVr.rd by t•
spectrometer. Figure 2a plots the relative intensity deriv.-d fr:m tbe .'.tromter data
(averaged over 1 min intervals) during the period 13:CO-15:00 1.J [Turnbull and Lowe,
1991]. During the night both the OH relative intensity and the rotati-oDw!, temperature
exhibited considerable wave-like variations. In particular a large scale perturbation of
quasi-period -2.2 hours was detected. This wave motion is present in the data from the
larger field of view Aerospace camera [Hecht and Walterscheid, 1991]. However, the
spectrometer also registered much smaller scale structures which are not seen in the
Aerospace data, possibly due to averaging effects. These variations are significant and
should be present in the image data.

Figure 2b plots the relative intcnsity derived from the 32 CCD images. The data were
recorded at intervals ranging from i to 4 minutes using a fixed exposure time of 30s.
Each point represents the average intensity of the video signal over a 30* square field.
(Note, the dashed line linking the points serves only as a guide to the eye.) It is
immediately apparent that the small scale intensity variations in the spectromet'er data
are also in the CCD data and with no obvious time shift. The video data were the sum
of several signal components existing within the broad pass band of the camera (half-
width 780-1000 nm) and include the OH (5,1), (6,2), (7,3), (8,4), (3,0).and (9,5) Meinel
bands, the 02(0,1) Atmospheric band near 865 nm, the nightglow continuum and
integrated starlight. However, as the temporal variations in the OH (3,1) band intensity
are almost exactly duplicated in the image data this indicates that the variations in
structure in the images were primarily due to changes in the OH emission. This is to be
expected as the OH emission dominates this region of the nightglow spectrum having an
integrated emission intensity of typically 12kR.

Alternatively, the intensity variations detected by both instruments could have been due
to thin meteorological cloud (although none was visible). However, as the induced
intensity and rotational temperature perturbations were highly correlated,[Turnbull and
Lowe, 1991], with no significant scatter that would result from thin cloud, there can be
little doubt that the structures were caused by changes in the OH emission. Any similar
perturbations in the NIR continuum and/or the 02 (0,1) hand emissions were therefore
comparatively faint and/or were in near phase with the OH signal. The primary effect
of these emissions was to reduce the contrast of the OH structures. The wave pattern
imaged by the TV camera shows several features of smaller dimensions than the
spectrometer sample area. (An indication of the limits of the circular spectrometer field
is shown in Figure 1 by the large white box which shows the 30* square video sample
area-) Thus, on this occasion the spectral signal was the spatial average of more than
on! nightglow feature. (Note the spectrometer data will be of higher spatial resolution
than indicated by this box due to the somewhat smaller area of the 30* circuiar field.)
To investigate the temporal properties of the di'splay in' more detail the CCD data have
been re-analyzed using a smaller sample area of 5* square (marked by the small white
box) which corresponds to a zenith "footprint" of -8 km square. As the wavelength of
the OH pattern was -20 km individual bright and dark structures of this dimension
should be resolved.
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Figure 3 shows the relative intensity data for this sample field. For comparison the
data have been plotted using the same intensity and time scales as Figure 2S. Although
similar features are present in both plots the short wavelength structures are now evident
and the overall contrast of the variations is increased. More critically, although a 4
minute sample interval (13:00-14:00 UT) is ample for tracking the large scale
perturbations present in th•e figure, it is too long for reistering accurately the small scale
variations. After 14:15 UT the sample interval was reduced to 1. min and the variations
are clearly detected. At the time of recording the data little or no change in the images
were observed by eye. However, Figure 3 shows that significant changes in the integrated
nightglow brightness took place on a minute-by-minute time scale.

Studies of wave structure in the upper atmosphere usually assume the local. Brunt-
VaisWla (buoyancy) period, rb, as a natural lower limit for the temporal resolution of the
me2surements. At nightglow altitudes rb is typically 5-6 min. Wave motions with phase
velocities of a few tens ms"1 can propagate significant distances (several kin) during this
time. These measurements demonstrate the need for high temporal and spatial
resolution when investigating the properties of short period (<20 min) waves that
frequently occur in the nightglow emissions.

Summary

The good seeing conditions at this, site permitted OH nightglow wave structure to be
imaged in the zenith. The Close similarity in the relative intensity data measured by the
spectrometer and the CCD camera indicates no observable difference in the wave
structure arising primarily from high OH vibrational levels (v">5) compared with that
observed in the v'-=3 lrvel of the OH (3,1) band. To date most image data on the
nightglow emissions have been obtained at low elevations, and comparative studies with
other optical devices are rare [Taylor et al., 1991]. The extension of high resolution
imaging measurements wto the zenith has several advantages but is made at the expense
of signal level.

During ALOHA-90 NIR wave patteras of horizontal wavelength << 100 km were
observed on several occasions. Large field instruments will naturally integrate out much
of this structure which appears to be relatively common over both mountain and oceanic
sites. Coincident imaging and spectrometric measurements of the OH emission are
highly complementary: the spectrometer establishes the spectral integrity of the emission
and gives accurate intensity and temperature data while the imager records the 2-
dimensional spatial structure of the wave perturbation, its motion and temporal evolution.
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List of Figures

Fig.1. Series of CCD images showing small scale wave structure in the near infrared
zenith nightglow emissions. Each image has been flat firded and color enhanced to
highlight the wave features. The structures appear mainly yellow-green but brighter
features are red. The camera was aimed at an azimuth of 2801 and the near east-west
aligned waves are almost vertical in the images.

Fig.2. Relative intensity of (a) the OH (3,1) band recorded by the spectrometer using
a 30r circular field of view and, (b) the broad band NIR structurederived from the CCD
images using a 30 square sample area.

Fig.3. Relative intensity of the CCD data determined using a 5* square sample area. For
comparison the data are plotted on the same scales as Figure 2.,

TABLE 1. Dates and times when NIR structure was imaged in the zenith by the CCD

camera.

DAY DATE TIME (UT)

081 22/3 15:30
082 23/3 14:53
087 28/3 15:16
089 30/3 12:22- 12:59
090 31/3 09:50 - 10:00

13:00- 14:51
092 02/4 12:19- 12:56
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Figure 1 - Series of CCD images showing small scale wave structure, in the near
infrared zenith nightglow emissions. Each image has been flat fielded and color
enhanced to highlight the wave features. The structures appear mainly yellow-green

..but brighter features are red. The camera was aimed at an azimuth of 280. and
the near east-west aligned waves are almost vertical in the images.
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Figure 2 - Relative intensity of (a) the OH (3,1) band
recorded by the spectrometer using a 30* circular field
of view and, (b) the broad band WIR structure derived
from the CCD images using a 300 square sample area.
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Figure 3 -Relative intensity of the CCD data
determined using a 5* square sample area. For
comparison the data are plotted on the same Scales
at Figuro 2.
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MAPSTAR
The University of Western Ontario

London, Canada

Report on UWO Sub-Contract with University of Cincinnati

Princip31 Investigator: R. P. Lowe
Period: 01 Feb 90 to 30 June 90
Project Name: Airglow Measurement Campaign, Hawaii

INTRODUCTION

This sub-contract was set-up to pay partial field costs (shipping, travel and
living) of University of Western Ontario participation in the ALOHA '90 campaign of
co-ordinate observations of mesopause region waves under the direction Of Professor
Chet Gardner, University of Illinois. Additional funding was provided by
MAPSTAR/Utah State (data-processing and interpretation) and the Institute for Space
and Terrestrial Sciences (salaries and additional travel and living).

SUMMARY OF FIELD ACTIVITIES

UWOMI-I, a Fourier transform interferometer was shipped to Maui for
installation at the summit of Haleakela on March 22, 1991. It was seriously damaged
in shipment and required extensive repairs before being put in operation on March 25.
It remained on the summit until April 11, 1991. The system computer was damaged
in a lightning storm on April 5, and attempts to repair it were unsuccessful. Eight
nights of data were obtained consisting of over 7000 individual airglow spectra.

D. N. Turnbull (UWO/ISTS) was in charge of field operations and remained on
site throughout the period of operations. P. Meier (UWO/ISTS) was present for the
first week of operations to aid in initial set-up and service the damaged instruments.
R. P. Lowe (UWO) acted as observing assistant for the last ten days of the operation.

RESULTS

All data has been processed and interpreted. Three papers based on the results
obtained combined with those of other campaign'participanws will appear In a special
issue of Geophysical Research Letters vto be published in late 1991.
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